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“Develop a passion for learning. If you do, you will never cease to grow.”
- Anthony J. D’Angelo

Wishing you the best in all your endeavours.

Jai Hind

Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Commerce and Science and College of Law has 
been established to provide an inspirational environment to nurture and transform young 
aspiring minds into well informed individuals ready to make a mark for themselves in the 
fiercely competitive professional landscape. We are rising with the objective of disseminating 
quality education to the students of D&NH. We endeavour to prepare graduates and lifelong 
learners with strong analytical and leadership skills. We in turn take seriously our 
responsibilities to foster and support excellence in teaching and to offer personal attention 
and care to each member of the Devkiba community.

“Vision looks inward and becomes duty. Vision looks outward and becomes aspiration. Vision 
looks upward and becomes faith.”

Dear students, You are the nation-builders. You are the agents of change. It is our fervent hope 
that the years that you spend in Devkiba College would equip you with leadership and 
managerial skills. The knowledge that you gain, the fine qualities that you imbibe and the 
technical skills that you learn to apply will be your major contribution to your parents, to 
society and to the nation.

Try to maintain the integrity and uphold the cause of education.

Fatehsinhji M. Chauhan
Chairman

Lions Club of Silvassa Charitable Trust

Message from the

Chairman
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Let me begin by quoting that “Education is the most powerful weapon which we can use to 
change the world”. We at Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Commerce & Science 
and College of Law strive with the objective of providing education to each and every section 
of the society. We aspire to train our children to become dedicated, disciplined, determined 
and devoted towards their goals.

For the last many years, we took the society with time, diversifying the educational facilities 
provided by the college. Overall development of the child is the focus of the institution. 
Children excel not only academically but they have also shown their creativity in extra- 
curricular activities at national level. Such excellence is the result of the hard work and 
dedication of their guides and mentors. The diligence and devotion of the educators has 
shown the result.

The faith and the support of the parents have helped us to achieve our dreams and goals. 
Hoping for the same trust, support and co-operation in the future.

Message from the Desk

of the Secretary

Sd/-
Devdas R. Shah

Secretary
Lions Club of Silvassa Charitable Trust
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We feel proud to provide quality education by equipping our students with skills, confidence and a 
positive approach with an all-round development. The college is relentlessly striving to perceive and 
maintain academic excellence at the same time encourages the students to participate in various co-
curricular and extra-curricular activities. With this aim this year we organized inter-college sports meet 
JOSH, and Devkiba Elocution Competition. We have also signed MoU with S K Educations, Authorized 
Training Partner of ICA EduSkill Pvt. Ltd., Telcocrats Technologies, sponsored by Mohali National Skill 
development Corporation and Satish Pradhan Dnyanasadhana College, Thane for imparting skill based 
training to students so that it becomes easy to find jobs.

I am proud of entering in 3rd academic year as the Principal of such a wonderful institution dedicated to 
the causes of better India through education and real empowerment of students.

"The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in a man’s determination".

Nurturing creativity and inspiring innovation are two of the key elements of a successful education, and 
a college magazine is the perfect amalgamation of both. College magazine of Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji 
Chauhan College of Commerce and Science and College of Law provides a medium of expression for 
budding students of Devkiba. 

It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as prologue to our in-house magazine “DARPAN” 
exclusively meant for churning out the latent writing talent which bears immense potentiality of 
sharpening your communication skills as part of your over all personality development. I congratulate 
all the contributors and the editorial board for bringing out such a beautiful magazine.

We started as Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Commerce & Science in 2014, last year we 
added our new segment ’’College of Law’’ and likely to start M.Com. we inherited a strong foundation to 
march ahead and achieve the within mentioned education objectives for a stronger and brighter India. 
Measures initiated by the Hon. Management, steps taken by the college administration, the willing 
contribution of the teaching and non-teaching staff and over whelming response and enthusiastic 
participation of my dear students in the college activities in the recent past all vouch for this. When all 
the constituents come together and work in unison, the expected results are bound to flow.
May all our students soar high in uncharted skies and bring glory to the world and their profession with 
the wings of education.

We have developed good audio-video lab and trained our teachers to develop e-Content so that it can 
be uploaded on college website so that students can access lectures at their leisure time. 

Message from the

Principal
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Prof. (Dr.) Ambadas S. Jadhav

Principal
Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan

College of Commerce & Science
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 Today legal education means much more than merely acquiring grades. It is acquisition of 
knowledge and skills, building character and improving employability of our young talent. The college 
aims to create a supportive and inclusive environment where students are encouraged to explore their 
potentials, develop creativity, confidence and resilience. This helps them to become independent and 
ethical lawyer, life-long learners and good human beings.

 Come then, let's give our best and make this institution our modern temple of learning through 
our diligence, devotion and dedication. Let us walk together the path of success.
 Wish you all the best… !

 Our teaching-learning methods encourage inter-disciplinary approaches through conferences, 
seminars, talks and workshops. It is matter of pride that our college has organized national conference 
on theme “Human Rights: Issues and Perspectives” this year. �� of our students from both LL.B and 
B.L.S.,LL.B have been appointed as Para legal volunteers by Legal Service Authority, D&NH.

but determination can change everything”
“A desire can change nothing, a decision can change something

 The college magazine 'Darpan' provides a forum to bring out the latent and creative abilities of 
the students. I congratulate the editorial board on its tireless effort in bringing out the publication of 
college magazine 'Darpan'. I also extend my sincere thanks to the person who have contributed to this 
issue and enhanced its perfection and beautification through their articles, short stories, poems, comics 
etc.

 Today, Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Law stand proud with splendid 
achievement and commitment to fulfill the social responsibility in very short span of two years. Its owes 
its present position of eminence to the Excellent board of Management, dedicated faculty members, 
dynamic administrative staff and vibrant students who contribute their might to the enhancement of 
quality of the institution.

 Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Law, an institution managed by Lions Club Of 
Silvassa Charitable Trust has set itself a vision to provide legal education to weaker and deprived 
students of neighboring tribal areas irrespective of caste, creed and religion.

Message from the

In-charge Principal

Sd/-
Ms. Nisha Parekh

I/c. Principal
Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan

College of Law



“A dream doesn’t become reality through magic.

As it is always said that success never comes by itself, it is hard work perseverance, learning and most of all love for 

what you do. After the success of our first magazine, which was admired by all, we have tried to bring out something 

new. We have provided a platform to new blooming minds be it writers, poets, painters or photographers.

It takes sweat, determination and hard work.” - Colin Powell

Dear readers

The magazine committee is glad to note that many of the teachers and the students have evinced interest in the 

magazine by contributing creatively in every aspect of the magazine. This issue is a treasure of poems, stories, 

beautiful pictures, and topics related to various fields. The pieces not only reflect the creative talents of the 

contributors but also the image of our college like a mirror (DARPAN). The committee deems it an honor to 

congratulate all of them.

 

We, the committee members, express our deep sense of gratitude to the management of Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji 

Chauhan College of Commerce and Science & College of Law for their constant encouragement and support in our 

endeavor to bring out the magazine. We are also thankful to our colleagues for their cooperation and last but the not 

the least all the students who contributed to the magazine. We strongly hope that the magazine will be received well 

by one and all.

MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE

CHIEF EDITOR

Mr Tofiq Noorani
(Asst. Professor of Commerce)

Mrs Ratna Yadav
(Asst. Professor of Zoology)

Ms Mital Patel
(Asst. Professor of Chemistry)

Ms Ashwina Patel
(Asst. Professor of Chemistry)

Ms Maitry Mahto
(Asst. Professor of Commerce)

Ms Suman Sharma
(Asst. Professor of Law)

Ms Snehalata Narkhede
(Asst. Professor of Mathematics)
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RANKERS OF DEVKIBA COLLEGE

Roy Sultana
T.Y.B.Com.

Pandey Preeti Dineshkumar
T.Y.B.Com.

Singh Janvi Vishambhar
T.Y.B.M.S.

Singh Shalu Manibhushan
T.Y.B.Sc. (Botany)

Patel Viraj Mukesh
T.Y.B.Sc. (Chemistry)

Singh Purnima Mahipal
T.Y.B.Sc. (Chemistry)

Singh Sapnakumari Sudhir
T.Y.B.Sc. (Zoology)

Chauhan Payal Dhirsingh
T.Y.B.Sc. (C.S.)

Chauhan Shashikala Ramkripal
T.Y.B.Sc. (Math.)

ACHIEVER'S OF DEVKIBA COLLEGE
Student Name Class College NameSr. No. Competition Rank

Vidushi Tripathi

Jinal Rohit

Pradeep Mir

Anjali Pillai

Hema Bhatt

Nilam Kashyap

Hema Bhatt

Shivangini Tiwari

Yashvi Mistry

Aradhana Yadav

Sanket Ravanange

Khushbu Jha

Vidushi Tripathi

Arpita Gupta

Swati Tak

Praveen Yadav

Priyanka Padhi

Neelam Kashyap

Trupti Dwivedi

Kritharth Agrawal

Khushbu Jha

Jigarsinh Rathod

Anupam Maurya

Neelam Kashyap

Blesson Benny

Mehul Jain

Swarnalata Yadav

Guruprasad Panda

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

F.Y.B.M.S.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Sc.

T.Y.B.Com.

S.Y.B.Sc.

F.Y.LL.B.

F.Y.B.Com.

S.Y.B.Sc.

T.Y.B.Com.

S.Y.B.L.S.LL.B.

T.Y.B.Sc.

S.Y.B.Com.

Gujarat University

Shri Ramchandra Mission

Shri Ramchandra Mission

Youth Parliament, UT of DNH

National Youth Parliament at Delhi

Rajju Shroffs Rofel Grims, Vapi

Rajju Shroffs Rofel Grims, Vapi

Rajju Shroffs Rofel Grims, Vapi

Rofel Grims MBA, Vapi

SSR College, Silvassa

SSR College, Silvassa

SSR College, Silvassa

SSR College, Silvassa

SSR College, Silvassa

SSR College, Silvassa

Vivekanand Education Society’s College, Mumbai

Vivekanand Education Society’s College, Mumbai

Vivekanand Education Society’s College, Mumbai

Vivekanand Education Society’s College, Mumbai

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

“JOSH” Inter College Competition at Devkiba College

Inter College Elocution Competition at Devkiba College

Inter College Elocution Competition at Devkiba College

Inter College Elocution Competition at Devkiba College

Minaxi Lalit

All India Essay Writing

All India Essay Writing

National Youth Parliament

National Youth Parliament

Mandana Making

Mandana Making

Mandana Making

Painting

Science Ensemble

Science Ensemble

Science Ensemble

Science Ensemble

Poster Presentation

Poster Presentation

Paper Presentation in “MATHEMIGHT”

Paper Presentation in “MATHEMIGHT”

Poster Presentation in “MATHEMIGHT”

Poster Presentation in “MATHEMIGHT”

Table Tennis (Boys)

Carrom (Girls)

Carrom (Boys)

Chess (Girls)

Badminton (Girls)

Badminton (Boys)

Elocution Competition

Elocution Competition

Elocution Competition

1

Certicate

Certicate

3

Certicate

3

3

3

Consolation Prize

1

1

2

2

2

2

Consolation Prize

Consolation Prize

Consolation Prize

Consolation Prize

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF OUR COLLEGE PRINCIPAL

PROF. (DR.) AMBADAS S. JADHAV

College Principal Prof. (Dr.) Ambadas Jadhav delivered lecture on

Image Interpretation to the students of Geoinformatics,

at Shivaji University, Kolhapur on 18 February 2018.

Prof. (Dr.) Ambadas Jadhav

chaired a session of

Seminar on International

Current Trends and Issues

in Social Sciences,

Sciences, Commerce,

Technology and

Competitive Examinations

organised by Academy for

Administrative Careers,

University of Mumbai,

held on 13 March 2019

and delivered lecture

as resource person.

Prof. (Dr.) Ambadas Jadhav insipring teachers and students



Devkiba College Faculty

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE
DR. AMEE I. OZA VICE-PRINCIPAL, CHEMISTRY DEPT.

MS. SEEMA BHATNAGAR ASST. PROF., BOTANY DEPT.

MS. RATNA YADAV ASST. PROF., ZOOLOGY DEPT., WDC CO-ORDINATOR

MS. ASHWINA PATEL ASST. PROF., CHEMISTRY DEPT.

MS. MITAL PATEL ASST. PROF., CHEMISTRY DEPT.

MR. JYOTINDRA JARIPATKE ASST. PROF., PHYSICS DEPT.

MR. TOFIQ NOORANI ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.

MS. SNEHAL M. BHADGAONKAR ASST. PROF., MATHS DEPT., ACADEMIC HEAD, IQAC CO-ORDINATOR

MR. DIPESH PATEL ASST. PROF., MATHS DEPT.

MS. MADHURI P. NARKHEDE ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.

MS. VIDYA RAO ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.

MS. NIVEDITA AZAD ASST. PROF., BOTANY DEPT.

�� DR. PRIYANKA TABHANE ASST. PROF., PHYSICS DEPT., CULTURAL CO-ORDINATOR

�� MR. TEJAS ROHIT ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.,

�� DR. JANHAVI AREKAR ASST. PROF., BOTANY DEPT.

�� MS. RINKAL PARMAR ASST. PROF., ZOOLOGY DEPT.

�� MS. MAMTA SINGH ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.,

�� MR. AKSHAY MANE ASST. PROF., ZOOLOGY DEPT.

�� MS. SNEHALATA NARKHEDE ASST. PROF., MATHS DEPT.

�� MR. MUKESH KENI ASST. PROF., COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPT.,

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

��

��

��

� MS. SHOBHNA DANGWAR HEAD OF DEPARTMENT

� MS. HEMALI B. PATEL NSS CO-ORDINATOR

� MS. RENUKA A. SURYAVANSHI ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

� MR. TOFIQ M. NOORANI ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

� MS. TEJAL MORE ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

� MS. MAITARY MAHTO ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

� MR. VIJAY RAJPUT

� MR. DIPESH PATEL

� MS. VIDYA RAO

�� MR. ATUL RATHOD

�� MR. BHUPENDRA MORE

�� MR. TEJAS ROHIT

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.

ASST. PROF., COMMERCE DEPT.
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Devkiba College Faculty

COLLEGE OF LAW
� MS. NISHA PAREKH I/C. PRINCIPAL

� MS. SUMAN SHARMA ASST. PROF. OF LAW

� MR. RAJVEERSINH PARMAR ASST. PROF. OF LAW

ACADEMIC SUPPORTING STAFF
� MR. PRAVINKUMAR B. DILPAK LIBRARIAN

� MS. GITA CHAUDHARI LABORATORY ASSISTANT (CHEMISTRY)

� MS. GIRJA SINGH LIBRARY ASSISTANT

� MS. PARUL MISTRY LABORATORY ASSISTANT (BOTANY & ZOOLOGY)

� MR. VANRAJSINH N. SOLANKI

� MS. YOGITA BHOSALE

� MS. JAGRUTI SAVE

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF SUPPORTING STAFF
� MS. BHAVIKA PATEL

� MS. SANTOSH MEENA

� MR. MAHENDRA PATEL

� MR. IFTAR H. SHAIKH

� MS. REKHA PRAJAPATI

� MS. LAXMI PAGI

� MS. SANGITA HARIJAN

� MR. KIRAN HARIJAN

� MS. ASHA TALEKAR
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Annual Day Celebration
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Celebration of Various Days
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Diwali Celebration

Hindi Pakhwada

Pariksha pe Charcha 2.0
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Freshers Party

Orientation Programme
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Navratri Celebration

Teachers’ Day Celebration
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Student’s Achievement

Birth Anniversary Celebration of Mahatma Gandhi
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 “Intra College Carrom Competition 17-18”

5. In the year 2018, our students participated in the Inter-

collegiate badminton tournament conducted by 

University of Mumbai at University Sports Pavilion, 

Marine Lines, Mumbai.

4. In the year 2017-18, two indoor sports events were 

conducted namely:-

6. In the year 2018, our students participated in the Inter-

collegiate Table Tennis tournament conducted by 

University of Mumbai at University Sports Pavilion, 

Marine Lines, Mumbai.

 “Intra College Chess Competition 17-18”

 “Intra College Table Tennis Competition 17-18”

7. Our student also participated in Inter- collegiate 

athletics sports meet conducted by University of 

Mumbai at Ratnagiri.

The list just does not end here, we even organized our first 
st ndintercollegiate sports day “JOSH” on 21  and 22  February 

2019 where almost 10 different colleges participated and we 

are proud to say that out of 6 finalists of our college 4 bagged 

first prize and 2 were runner up. Not only the students of our 

college enjoyed their exposure towards these other colleges 

but even got a very positive feedback from other participants 

which motivated our students more.

3. In the same year, one of our students participated in 

Athletics conducted by University of Mumbai at 

University Sports Pavilion, Marine Lines, Mumbai.

DEPARTMENT OF SPORT

 “Intra College Carrom Competition 16-17”

Sports play a very important part in a students life. It not only 

exercises a student physically but even makes him/her 

stronger mentally. It also increases your social interaction 

and develops sportsman spirit in an individual. Sports have 

many physical and psychological advantages on the 

participants as well as the viewers. They result in a better 

physical stamina and improved reflexes along with other 

advantages. Indoor games such as chess and carrom board 

serve as a good exercise for our brain. They enhance our 

thinking capacity and analytical skills and sharpen our mind. 

It is suggested to inculcate the habit of following a sport or 

game in children from the very beginning. It is good for their 

growth and overall development.

2. In the year 2017, our students participated in Volleyball 

Competition during Inter Zone Sports Tournament 

Conducted by University of Mumbai in Thane, Mumbai.

Highlights of sports Department:

We at OUR COLLEGE ARE PROUD To inform you that we 

provide various types of indoor games as well as outdoor 

games for the students. We have table tennis, badminton, 

chess, carom, Cricket, Football, and many more to enhance  

sportsman ship spirit of the students. 

1. In the year 2016-17, two indoor sports events were 

conducted namely:-

 “Intra College Chess Competition 16-17”
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NSS UNIT

→ NSS WEEK  

→ Sickle cell anemia test was conducted in collaboration with 

Vinoba Bhave Civil Hospital on 

29, September, 2018 & 30, 

September, 2018.

4. Awareness Rallies

3. Stage shows or a procession creating awareness of such 

issues as social problems, education and cleanliness

5. Inviting doctors for health camps

There are no predefined or preassigned tasks; it is left up to the 

volunteers to provide service in any way that is feasible. Camps 

typically lasts between a week and 10 days, although camps for 

shorter periods are also conducted by NSS.

→ Environment day celebration by tree plantation.

→ As volunteers in orientation and Fresher’s Party for smooth 

functioning of the programs.

→ Swachhta Abhiyan in and out of campus on 24, September, 

2018

NSS unit of Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of 

Commerce and Science, Silvassa was started from academic year 

2017-18. This unit consists of 50 volunteers headed by Programme 

Officer Ms. Hemali Patel (Assistant Professor of Commerce).

Various activities performed by our students are as follows:

→ Interview on health and hygiene conducted on 25, September, 

2018

→ B o o k  d o n a t i o n  d r i v e  i n 

collaboration with Share - e - 

India book Association on 02, 

January, 2019.

→ NSS Residential camp for7 days 

conducted from 05, January, 

2019 – 11, January 2019.

→ R a l l y  o n  “A N T I - P L A ST I C 

M O V E M E N T ”,  A w a re n e s s 

campa ign  on  c lean l iness 

Swachhta Abhiyan at adopted 

village on 04, October, 2018.

→ M i n i  O r i e n t a t i o n  C a m p : 

organized by University of 

Mumbai for NSS Programme 

Officer was attented by Ms. 

Hemali Patel on 02, November, 

2018 at S.I.E.S graduate school 

of Technology, Nerul, Navi 

Mumbai.

Launch of NSS

Aim

The National Service Scheme (NSS) is 

an Indian government-sponsored 

public service program conducted by 

the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports 

of the Government of India. Popularly 

known as NSS, the scheme was 

launched in Gandhiji's Centenary year in 1969. Aimed at developing 

student's personality through community service, NSS is a 

voluntary association of young people in Colleges, Universities and 

at +2 level working for a campus-community (esp. Villages) linkage.

The programme aims to instill the idea of social welfare in students, 

and to provide service to society without bias. NSS volunteers work 

to ensure that everyone who is needy gets help to enhance their 

standard of living and lead a life of dignity. In doing so, volunteers 

learn from people in villages how to lead a good life despite a 

scarcity of resources. It also provides help in natural and man-made 

disasters by providing food, clothing and first aid to the disaster's 

victims.

There are two types of activities : Regular Activities(120 hours) and 

Annual Special Camp (120 hours). All the NSS Volunteers who have 

served NSS for at least 2 years and have performed 240 hours of 

work under NSS are entitled to a certificate from the university 

under the signature of the Vice-Chancellor and the Programme 

Coordinator. The Annual camps are known as Special Camps. Camps 

are held annually, funded by the government of India, and are 

usually located in a rural village or a city suburb. Volunteers may be 

involved in such activities as:

1. Cleaning

In May 1969, representative of students (of universities and 

institutions of higher education) convened by the Ministry of 

Education and the University Grants Commission also unanimously 

agreed that a national-service scheme could be an instrument for 

national integration. The details were soon worked out and the 

Planning Commission sanctioned an outlay of ₹5 crores for the NSS 

during the Fourth Five-Year Plan, stipulating that the NSS be a pilot 

project in selected institutions and universities. On 24 September 

1969, the then Union Education Minister V.K.R.V. Rao launched the 

NSS at 37 universities in all states. The scheme has been extended 

to all states and universities in the country, and also +2 level 

institutes in many states.

Types of Activities

2. Afforestation
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• Womens Development Cell of Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji 

Chauhan College of Commerce & Science and College of 

Law organised a workshop on ‘Health, Hygiene and 

Sanitation’ for girls on 02nd February 2019.

• Is self defence important and 

should it be included in the 

study curriculum. Self defence 

technique without harming 

the attacker is right or wrong?

• On third day training session 

by Renshi Anoop Dwivedi for 

girls of our college. He taught many self defence 

techniques in karate.

Our committee consist of Mrs. Ratna Yadav, Ms Vidya Rao, Mr 

Vijay Rajput, Ms. Suman Sharma and Mrs. Nisha Parekh.

The session was conducted in two parts, the first part 

included the topic 'Health and Hygiene'. It was carried out by 

Ms. Ratna Yadav. The second 'Sanitation 'part was conducted 

by Ms. Vidya Rao.

“A woman is the full circle, within her is the power to create 

nurture and transform.”

Women development cell was established in our college to 

enhance the understanding of issues relating to women to 

make college campus a safe place for women.

We at WDC have achieved our objectives by creating 

awareness on gender discrimination, sexual harassment at 

work place, female rights, hygiene and health, Self-defence.

Activities: (2018-19)

• The day one of the workshop that was on 28th 

September 2018, began with inaugural ceremony, 

motivational speech by our respected principal, Dr. 

Ambadas Jadhav sir and introduction to importance of 

self defence by Renshi Anoop Dwivedi. Girls participated 

in this workshop and also cleared their doubts regarding 

self defence. 

• The second day of workshop, that is 29th September 

2018, started with an informative presentation by our 

faculty member, followed by group discussion sessions.

As per the guidelines of the Vice-Chancellor of University of 

Mumbai, our College Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji College of 

Commerce and Science have introduced a Women 

Development Cell in the academic year 2017-18. The Women 

Development Cell (WDC) is a statutory body for the 

prevention/action against sexual harassment of women. It 

looks into the grievances/complaints of teaching, non-

teaching staff and students, especially in cases of gender 

discrimination. 

• Women Development Cell of Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji 

Chauhan College of Commerce and Science and College 

of Law organized the workshop on the topic ‘Self defence 

for girls’. Three days workshop. 
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the commerce department. Industrial Visit was conducted on 

two days i.e. 31st January and 01st February 2019. A Quiz 

Competition was conducted for the S.Y. & T.Y. B.Com. and 

B.M.S. students. The quiz was conducted by Ms. Akansha 

Agarwal from ICA Institute, Silavssa. A Seminar was 

conducted for the B.Com and B.M.S. students. The seminar 

was conducted by Ms. Krutika Gaikwad a certified Zumba 

Trainer. Commerce exhibition was organized on 01/03/2019 

for B.M.S. and B.Com students. Exhibition can build interest in 

a various business plans and activities. More than 25 projects 

were displayed by the students on various innovative ideas.

There are list of unending activities done by commerce 

department, here we highlight some major ones.

“The mission of the Department is to create the 

conditions for economic growth and opportunity.”

The Department of Commerce promotes job creation and 

economic growth by ensuring fair and reciprocal trade, 

provides the data necessary to support commerce and 

constitutional democracy, and fostering innovation by 

setting standards and conducting foundational research and 

development. Economic activities and aims dominate the 

minds of modern men. Business, commerce and industries 

are important branches of economic activities. Industries are 

said to be the backbone of national economy. Nowadays, the 

Human resource department is one of the most important 

departments in an organization. The Human resource 

management emphasizes on achieving competitive 

advantages through a high committed and, most important, a 

skilled workforce using an integrated array of cultural and 

individual technique.

Commerce department of our college is providing quality 

education, they are applying various methods of teaching for 

overall development of students. This year a Seminar on e-

commerce was conducted on the 24th August 2018 for 

B.Com. and B.M.S. Ms. Shobhna Dangwar (HOD) conducted a 

Movie based learning activity for the students of B.M.S. dated 

23rd August 2018. Activity on export marketing was 

conducted by Assistant Professor, Mr Tofiq Noorani for the 

students of the T.Y.B.Com. Students were shown various 

audio videos and short movies on export marketing related 

procedures and terms. Recruitment and selection activity 

was conducted by Assistant Professor, Mr Tofiq Noorani for 

the students of S.Y.B.M.S. (HR) Students were supposed to 

make and present the charts for the various topics being 

covered in the class for the topic of the Recruitment and 

Selection.

Debate demonstration was conducted by Assistant Professor, 

Mr. Vijay Rajput for the students of T.Y.B.M.S. A Seminar on 

Life Transformation was conducted on the 07th January 

2018 for B.Com. and B.M.S. by Prof. Dinesh Gupta. A Seminar 

on Stress management was conducted on the 17th January 

2018 for B.Com. and B.M.S. The seminar was conducted by 

Ms. Akansha Agarwal from ICA Institute, Silavssa.

Industrial Visit was conducted by the HOD-Commerce Ms. 

Shobhna Dangwar and was accompanied by the faculties of 

DEPARTMENT

OF COMMERCE
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DEPARTMENT

OF BOTANY

Assistant professor Ms. Seema Bhatnagar attended One day 

Workshop on “Revised Syllabus for S. Y. B. Sc. And T. Y. B. Sc.” 

Jointly organized by Department of Botany Jai Hind College 

and University of Mumbai, and she was Invited as Jury 

member during Digital India Program at Town hall. Dr. 

Janhavi Ashish Arekar of our botany department attended 

one day District level Workshop on 13th Inter-Collegiate / 

Institute / Department Avishkar Research Convention Year: 

2018-2019, at Vasai, Dist.-Palghar on 6th September 2018. 

She was Selected as Reviewer Member in International 

Journal of Creative Research Thoughts. Selected as 

Associate Editor of International Journal of Botany Studies 

And Invited as Jury Member in District Level Science 

Exhibition Organized by Educational Department Zilla 

Parishad Palghar on 11thJanuary 2019. Asst. prof. Ms. 

Nivedita Azad attended two day workshop on “Extraction 

and Isolation of Phytoconstituent” organized by ICT Mumbai 

in Dec 2018. She attended seven days Faculty development 

Programme on “Train the Trainers” conducted by UGC 

Human Resource Development Centre at Savitribai Phule 

Pune University in Jan 2019. She also worked as a Research 

guide for Avishkar Research Project. S.Y.B.Sc. students 

presented poster on “Ethanobotanical studies in Silvassa” 

during district level Avishkar Research Convention held at 

Dandekar College  Palghar.

plantation, Bio-jewellery etc.  

Botany in our college was started in 2014. It is a basic subject 

that has enabled budding of a lot of applied biological 

sciences. 

The subject cannot be learnt only within the confines of the 

classroom or laboratory and hence regular field trips are 

organized. A field trip was organized to Damodar farm, 

Silvassa and to Nakshatra garden, Silvassa. Educational trip 

to various nurseries and forests like Falandi Nursery, Sheetal 

nursery and Bonta forest of Silvassa. Teaching methods 

adopted to improve student learning – Well equipped 

Laboratory, technology aided lectures, demonstrations, 

group discussions, various activities like pot making, Poster 

painting competition, different floral arrangements, 

The history of botany examines the human effort to 

understand life on Earth by tracing the historical 

development of the discipline of botany—that part of natural 

science dealing with organisms traditionally treated as 

plants.

Modern botany traces its roots back to Ancient Greece 

specifically to Theophrastus (c. 371–287 BC), a student of 

Aristotle who invented and described many of its principles 

and is widely regarded in the scientific community as the 

“Father of Botany”.

The word “botany”, like many other scientific studies, comes 

from Ancient Greek botan - a word that has multiple 

meanings including “pasture” or “fodder”. It includes 

anything that could be considered a plant, including 

flowering plants, algae, fungi and vascular plants such as 

ferns. It generally includes trees, but more often than not and 

increasingly, this is a specialized area. Today, it is part of a 

wider study of ecology and all the attributes of natural 

science that implies.
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in Dandekar College, Palghar. Mr. Viraj Patel secured 85% and 

cracked the M.Sc. entrance exam conducted by M. S. 

University Baroda.

• An industrial visit was conducted on 20th Dec. 2018 at 

IPCA Pharmaceutical Industry to learn about various 

formulations of medicines and the importance of this 

subject.

We also focus on various abilities of students to communicate 

and to learn the importance of chemistry in day to day life.

• Chemistry exhibition was organized on 1st Feb. 2019 to 

Result of our students for the year 2017-18 was outstanding. 

Ms. Purnima Singh secured 85% and got admitted for M.Sc. 

Chemistry is one of the basic sciences. Knowledge of 

chemistry is indispensable for the pursuit of any of the other 

sciences. We need it for the study of Technology, 

Pharmacology, Mineralogy, and what not. It is indispensable 

for the study of physics, geology, biology and physiology. 

Hence it is a compulsory subject of study for every science 

student. Its popularity amongst students is evident from 

highest enrollment for chemistry specialization in third year. 

Mumbai University syllabus designed for B.Sc. (Chemistry) 

trains the leaners to use advanced instruments for analysis 

like: UV-Visible Spectrophotometer and Flame Photometer. 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

A chemist is the magician who can turn any products into 

things both beautiful and useful. Marvelous indeed are the 

achievements of modern chemistry.

officiated as External Examiners for T.Y.B.Sc. Sem V Practical 

Examinations. A research paper was contributed by Dr. Amee 

Oza at National Conference organized by Devkiba College of 

Law. Dr. Amee Oza was invited to deliver Guest Lectures at 

R.K. Desai College of Science, Vapi. The support of Ms Gita 

Chaudhari lab assistant can't be forgotten in all events and 

practicals.

improve the communication 

and presentation skills of 

students, which was jointly 

inaugurated by our Treasurer 

Shri .  Vishvesh Dave and 

Principal Prof. (Dr.) Ambadas Jadhav.

• On 30th August 2018, writing skills in science was 

conducted for the students to help them write stories 

needed for science fiction.

Chemistry department faculties were not left behind, Ms. 

Ashwina Patel and Ms. Mittal Patel participated in a workshop 

conducted for revision of syllabus at Hazarimal Somani 

College, Mumbai. Dr. Amee Oza and Ms. Mittal Patel have 
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Movie based learning was organized by department for 

students of science department.

The faculties Mrs. Madhuri Narkhede, Ms. Vidya Rao, Ms. 

Mamta Singh and Mr. Tejas Rohit are using various methods of 

teaching for overall development of students. The 

department organized Android World: The Android Exhibition 

which provide very useful knowledge about Android to entire 

college.

The core philosophy of computer department is to form 

strong foundation of computer science, introduce emerging 

trends to the students in gradual way, groom the students for 

the challenges of ICT Industry. Department have started 

B.Sc. Information Technology (B.Sc.IT) since June 2018. 

Here we have Well-equipped Computer Lab, Internet Facility, 

Platform for Skill Development, and Exposure to New 

Technology.

In this era of Computerization, Digitization and automation, 

there is barely any field of research or any industry left that is 

not benefitting from Computer Science or Information 

Technology. The Graduation course in computer science 

holds big importance in cultivating skilled professionals. The 

courses of third year B.Sc. (Computer Science) are therefore 

designed in such a way which will develop the students not 

only as a professional developer but also with the view of 

research oriented. Not only does it prepare the students for a 

career in software industry, it also motivates them towards 

further studies and research opportunities.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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• Technical Writing Proficiency

“MATHEMIGHT” an event organized at Vivekanand Education 

Society's College at Mumbai and won different Prizes.

Ms. Snehal Bhadgaonkar presented a research paper at 

National level Conference held in SKC college Nerul, Mumbai.

• Critical thinking skills                 

• Problem solving ability

• Logical reasoning

From last 4 years the result of Department of Mathematics is 

100 %. This we have achieved by adapting various methods 

of teaching. In year 2017-18 Ms. Shashikala Chauhan 

secured 82% and got admission in University of Mumbai 

through Merit.

humanity and is valuable to the future of all human beings, 

and this is a belief, that guides the functioning of the 

department of Mathematics, to develop:

• Quantitative ability

S.Y.B.SC students Praveen Yadav, Priyanka Padhi, Presented 

a Paper on “Vibrations and Eigen Values”. Neelam Kashyap 

and Trupti Dwivedi participated in Poster Presentation in 

Professors of our department were not left behind in their 

achievements Ms. Snehal Bhadgaonkar, Mr. Dipesh Patel and 

Ms. Snehalata Narkhede were appointed as External as well 

as Internal Examiner for T.Y.B.Sc. (Maths practical) in 

University Examination.

The Department of Mathematics is inspired by the belief that 

numbers are fun.

The Mathematics Department serves Academic areas 

through courses in Elementary Functions, Calculus, 

Statistics, Mathematics in B.Sc., B.Sc. CS, B.Sc. IT, B.Com and 

B.M.S.

The mission of the department:

To inspire, prepare, and empower students to succeed in the 

ever-changing world.

“Mathematics is one of the essential emanations of the 

human spirit, a thing to be valued in and for itself, like art or 

poetry” by Oswald Veblen.

The department provides an environment conducive to 

nurturing analytical minds. It is the endeavor of the 

department to offer a rich mathematical experience wherein 

students learn to think critically, communicate mathematical 

concepts effectively and become lifelong learners. The 

intention is to promote interdisciplinary learning so that the 

students develop a wider perspective and equip them with 

the resources necessary not only for mathematical learning 

but to enable them to compete with confidence at multiple 

levels in various fields. 

Its pedagogical practices include informal classroom 

interactions to simulate young minds and create a space for 

free expressions, paper presentations, quizzes, which enable 

students to explore the fascinating world of Mathematics. 

Mathematics holds an important place in the history of 

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
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Dr. Priyanka Tabhane’s research paper titled: Photochemical 

Deposition of ZnSe thin films, got published in American 

Scientific Publishers: Advance sciences, engineering & 

medicine Vol.10, 1-4, 2018.

Dr. Priyanka Tabhane’s research paper titled: Nanoscale 

photosynthesized CdSe Materials Based Bio electrode 

Sensor, got published in American Scientific Publishers: 

Advance sciences, engineering & medicine Vol.10, 1-4, 

2018.

• Smart learning using power point presentations.

• Seminar based learning along with formal lectures.

Not only the students but even our faculty members keep up 

with the day to day growth of physics. 

• Project based learning to be more amenable to develop 

student’s interest in physics.

Particle physicists are nothing if not ambitious. And the aim of 

particle physics is to understand what everything's made of, 

and how everything sticks together. And by everything I mean, 

of course, me and you, the Earth, the Sun, the 100 billion suns 

in our galaxy and the 100 billion galaxies in the observable 

universe. Absolutely everything.

So what is physics :

It is “The science of matter and energy, and their properties 

and interactions in fields including mechanics, acoustics, 

optics, heat, electricity, magnetism, radiation, and atomic 

and nuclear science. Physics is the science of how things 

work.” 

• Invited talk on ‘Excitement in Science’ by Eminent 

Physicist Prof. Dr. Vilas Tabhane, Emeritus Professor, 

University of Pune.

These interesting facts on physics makes it much more 

interesting and amazing. Right from the big bang theory that 

created the universe to 'flash-freezing' a flat crystal of 150 

beryllium ions (electrically charged atoms), to open new 

possibilities for simulate magnetism at the quantum scale 

and sensing signals from mysterious dark matter all excites a 

person to learn more.

Brian Cox

Department of physics at our college tries to provide 

theoretical as well as practical knowledge, on how things 

work to keep the students interested on our subject by 

arranging many departmental activities along with teaching, 

some of which are: 

DEPARTMENT

OF PHYSICS
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suffering from disorders. Field trip at Nakshatra Garden was 

organized by Zoology department for students of S.Y.B.Sc. 

and T.Y.B.Sc. Students studied - identification of different 

species of birds, insects, and butterflies of the area. Artificial 

ecosystem - student gained knowledge about different pond 

ecosystems.

Ms Ratna Yadav was appointed as external examiner. Ms. 

Ratna Yadav attended T.Y.B.Sc. Workshop (2018-19), Jointly 

organized by Department of zoology of Bhavan's College and 

University of Mumbai. Ms. Ratna Yadav. Presented paper at 

National Conference on “Human Rights: Issues & 

Perspectives” at our college Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji 

Chauhan College of Law on 9th February 2019. Faculty Ms 

Rinkal Parmar conduct power point presentation for students 

of F.Y.B.Sc. and S.Y.B.Sc. Mr. Akshay Mane took presentation 

and taught Instrumentation and practical working of 

instruments. All this would not have been possible without 

the support of our lab assistant Ms Parul Mistry .

“Until one has loved an animal,

a part of one's soul remains unawaken”.

The moto of department is: EMPOWERMENT THROUGH 

EDUCATION…PERFECTION THROUGH PERSEVERANCE, here 

we try to bring out the best in every student by providing 

them various platforms. We took our S.Y.B.Sc. students for 

educational awareness to Red Cross Rehabilitation Center, 

where students interacted with physically as well as mentally 

challenged students, and they learned about different 

genetically caused diseases and children's behaviour 

What is zoology, is it only animals, no, no…you are very wrong  

here though Zoology is the scientific study of animals, it also 

makes a huge impact on our world through the scientific 

study of the evolution, anatomy, physiology, behavior, 

habitats, and health of animals and humans.  It includes 

diverse approaches such as electron microscopy, molecular 

genetics, and field ecology. By studying animals we develop a 

better understanding of how we, ourselves, function and 

interact with the world around us. The search for answers to 

our questions puts us in the incredible position of being able 

to affect change, empower better choices, and develop 

solutions for a stronger, healthier world.

DEPARTMENT

OF ZOOLOGY
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Santosh Meena (Supporting staff) helps everyone to 

maintain books and cleanness, she is very humble and soft 

spoken.

We have seperate library for Law College, which is managed 

by Ms. Girja Singh.

Library is nothing but collection of books, magazines and 

papers. Books contain knowledge and a library contains 

books. Library is the temple of knowledge and a boon to the 

people. It is the place where knowledge is preserved

We at Devkiba College have well-furnished library with a 

seating capacity of 100 students which even serve the needs 

of faculty, students and other members of the college from 

the inception of college. It provides a comprehensive 

collection of literature predominantly related to science, 

commerce, management and law subjects to meet the 

present and future information needs of its users. It promotes 

scientific and technological research and also to circulate 

information at a fastest speed to the users. Many individual 

make use of the library facilities. For smooth functioning of 

the library, the resources of the library is divided into section 

for science, commerce, management, law and competitive 

exam. Our librarian Mr. Pravin Bhagwan Dilpak is very active 

and proactive person, he is ever ready with his guidance for 

the students. Mr. Pravin Dilpak participated in 7 days training 

programme in SOUL 2.0 software organised by INFLIBNET 

centre, Gandhinagar from 08th to 13th October 2018. Ms. 

“A good book is the precious life-blood of a master-spirit,

 embalmed and treasured upon purpose for a life beyond.”

— Milton

Library is the heart and soul of an educational institution.  A 

college or school is also judged by its library. Indeed, 

buildings alone do not make a college.

COLLEGE LIBRARYCOLLEGE LIBRARYCOLLEGE LIBRARY
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Having a reading list can help keep knowledge of your domain, other 

domains, or just life in general, sharp. There is a lot of good reading 

out there, some classics, some new. Better yet, get hooked on audio 

books. Listen while you are travelling or in your leisure. Make “stuck 

in traffic” an awesome way to improve yourself.

3. Learn a new language

While it may be true that you can never truly learn a language 

without being fully immersed in it, these resources come pretty 

close. They may even inspire you to travel to a country that speaks 

one of these languages natively.

4. Meditation and Affirmations

Meditating is a great way to relax, escape stress, build better energy, 

or even improve your focus. Affirmations are simple, memorable, 

over-the-top statements that you read and/or listen to multiple 

times per day. Either of them can help you overcome a negative trait, 

habit, or self-image.

Maybe there is a course or subject you were always interested in but 

never got to take. Whatever reasoning you have, there is an 

abundance of free websites and apps out there to keep you sharp on 

just about any subject you are interested in.

2. Brush up on academia, personal education

5. Volunteer

What better way to give back to the community. This is definitely the 

“self actualization” level. Volunteering can give you a sense of 

purpose and meaning in life. It can help you realize potential you 

never had and will also bring you closer to those who could use your 

help. Probably this is the noblest item on the list.

Exercising relieves stress, helps you sleep better, helps you look and 

feel better, and, of course, keeps you healthier. This is pretty 

productive for your body. If you can find something that you enjoy 

doing while you exercise, even better! When your body is productive, 

your brain will be too.

7. Enjoy educational entertainment

If you want to be entertained, why not make it educational? Rather 

than watching the Real Housewives of Whatever, it might be more 

productive to hear someone intelligent and experienced teach you 

something.

6. Exercise

It's a good idea to have a list of things you want to do before you die 

and what better way to spend a pocket of free time crossing one or 

more of these items off of your list? The key here, though, is actually 

knowing what's on your list. This is a productive way to have little 

regret on your death bed.

Conclusion

We live in busy times, and they just seem to get busier. At the same 

time, the options for spending free time seem to be growing at the 

same rate. Maybe if we are smarter about how we use our free time, 

we can reduce the stress of the rest of our time and, if not, we can at 

least prevent our work life from impeding on our personal growth.

8. Develop a bucket list and start crossing items off

- Ms. Nivedita Azad, Assistant Professor, Botany Department

HOW TO KILL YOUR SPARE TIME?
In today's frenzied days, looking for even a little spare time may seem 

like a futile enterprise. That's why when some time opens up, you've 

got to have a good plan on how to best use it. Here are some ideas to 

aid you in those times where you actually have a choice of how to best 

spend your time; 12 productive ways to spend your free time.

1. Read to improve yourself
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LONG TERM, I know if I keep at it I will be rewarded.

Now, say to yourself:

TO HAVE MORE THAN MOST – I MUST DO MORE THAN MOST. 

BELIEVE MORE THAN MOST. LEARN MORE THAN MOST. 

SACRIFICE MORE THAN MOST. BELIEVE MORE THAN MOST.

TO BREAKTHROUGH THE NORM, I MUST FIRST SURIVE THE 

STORMS.

LONG TERM, I know what I need will come my way.

Don't say “Why me”. Ask: “How can I come out of this 

stronger” … “What can I learn”

LONG TERM, I know all my actions, all my discipline all my 

integrity will pay off in a big way.

Make sure your story is one of strength. Make sure your story 

is one of someone who refused to give up. Refused to settle. 

Refused to be normal.

LONG TERM, I know consistency pays off.

Don't allow regret to enter your life. Don't you dare look back 

on your life in 5 years and think “I could have done more. Look 

back with pride. Look back and be able to say to yourself, “It 

wasn't easy, but I am so proud I stuck it out… because I got 

my rewards”

EVERYTHING WORTH THE PRIZE!

MOTIVATION
It's easy to have FAITH when you know everything is going to 

work out, when everything is actually working out.

It's much harder to have faith when you are facing challenges 

in your life. But that is exactly when you need to apply your 

faith. Because faith is believing in the unseen. Faith is taking 

the first step. Faith is jumping in the deep end and knowing 

everything will be OK.

IS WORTH THE FIGHT!

If you want the prize you can't quit at half time. You can't quit 

mid season. You will be knocked down… but you must get up. 

Keep fighting, dig deep and discover your true strength.

You rising to the next level.

CHARACTER.

Then you will win the real prize:

EXPANSION.

IF I SURVIVE THE STORM, I CAN OUTDO THE NORM.

Speech by:

Fearless Motivation, 2018

Keep going. Your future self is begging you.



COMMERCE: MULTI DIMENSIONAL 

CAREER HORIZON

“With commerce, I have only limited career options, such as 

CA, CS and B.Com”

“Only students from a business-class family background 

should go for commerce”

 The statements above are some ideas we have been led 

by our society, parents, and friends to believe, but hardly hold 

a candle to the truth. The truth, yes, is that the commerce 

stream, much in the same way as science, or humanities for 

that matter, opens up a plethora of career opportunities for 

students.

 While the long-standing norms for selecting streams in 

our country have dictated that toppers and academically-

gifted students naturally drift towards science, it is a practice 

that is fast being overturned. Students, today, are proactively 

opting for the commerce stream, regardless of their 

academic standing.

“Students unable to score well enough to opt science go for 

commerce”

 So, if you are looking to opt your stream after 10th, or 

have already opted for commerce, and are unsure of your 

career path, we present to you the exciting and lucrative 

career opportunities the Commerce stream holds.

 Students are flooded with Opportunities ones they 

complete B.A ( Economics), followed by a degree of M.A ( 

Economics) Professional opportunities in commerce field 

include working as an economist, statistician, strategist, risk 

management analyst, operations research analyst, insurance 

underwriter, budget analyst, Actuaries work in life insurance, 

general insurance, health insurance, pension funds, 

enterprise risk, actuary consulting firms, investment, 

pension and retirement, risk management, etc.

 Management being a highly versatile degree, can help in 

finding various national and global opportunities in domains 

such as consulting, general management, human resources, 

marketing, sales, strategy, operations management, supply 

chain management, finance, etc. in various industries and 

sectors, such as FMCG, Retail, Education, Telecom, etc. There 

are also various specialised fields available, such as 

Sustainability Management, Sports Management, Fashion 

Business Management, Communications Management, etc.

 A degree in B.Com (Programme and Hons.) provides you 

with a solid foundation in various streams of commerce and 

acts as a gateway to various professional and higher 

education opportunities. .The flourishing trade and 

commerce of the country, as well as the growing economy, 

make this an in-demand field with a number of respectable 

and lucrative career options available.

 One of the most well-known and popular career paths 

for commerce students, Chartered Accountant (C.A), is an 

internationally recognized professional certification 

conducted by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India 

(ICAI).

 These are just the few opportunities  students can grab 

after opting for commerce in 12th or after  completing 

graduation in commerce, there are many more like Design, 

Law, Hotel Management, Mass Communication and 

Journalism, Data Analysis, Big Data, Market Research, 

Investment Analysis, Research Analysis, Analysis, 

Stockbrokers, Finance Director, Financial Controller, Cost 

Controller, Bank PO, Accounts Clerk, Administrative 

Assistant, Cashier, Credit Officer, Insurance Officer, Postal 

Employee, Financial Dealer's Assistant, etc.

Assistant Professor, HOD

B.Com. and BMS

 A Chartered Accountant works across various domains 

of business such as audit, taxation, investment, finance, etc. 

to increase the profitability of the firm.

 Apart from the above mentioned career there are many 

more opportunities ones students qualify courses like C.S, 

ICAI, ICWA, CMA and other. They can find professional 

opportunities in government and private organizations, in 

roles such as auditing, tax consulting, corporate finance, 

investment banking, corporate finance, investment banking, 

etc. Students will also have the option to set up private 

practice after a few years of experience.

 So congratulations to all the students for opting 

commerce in school and at graduation level. Welcome to the 

unending horizon of career opportunities.

- Ms. Shobhna Dangwar
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Introduction: 

GET FIT, DON'T QUIT

Health and fitness is the key to a long, active and enjoyable 

life. It is correctly stated that Health is the actual Wealth that 

a person can retain. Students need to realize the importance 

of staying healthy and fit. Good health of both mind and body 

helps one maintain the required energy level to achieve 

success in life. Healthy habits improve your physical 

appearance, mental stability, ability to perform activities in a 

better way, which help you lead a stress-free lifestyle and 

keep mind at high energy levels. Each individual should take 

of one's health on a priority; no single day should be skipped 

for making efforts on maintaining physical and mental 

fitness. Fitness does not only mean your physical wellbeing, it 

is a combination of physical and mental health of a person. To 

maintain health a diet should consists of taking a proper and 

healthy food, which includes eating green and fresh 

vegetables, fruits, having milk, eggs, minerals, proteins and 

vitamins essential for a human's lifestyle. In addition, some 

physical activities like walking, running, cycling, playing, 

swimming, gardening, skipping, weight lifting and Yoga are 

some of the important activities that help us maintain fit and 

healthy lifestyle. Health can measured on major three 

parameters: Physical, Nutritional and Psychological. 

Physical health means the physical appearance of a person; 

Nutritional health means the presence of essential nutrients 

in the body to fight diseases with immunity. Psychological 

health means the ability in a person to maintain patience, 

calm and composure in all circumstances of life. A person 

who is fit both physically and mentally is strong enough to 

face the difficulties of life, and not affected by drastic changes 

in the circumstances. Being happy is directly related to 

boosting your mental strength and health, so happiness can 

be considered as the result as well as the part of a healthy and 

fit lifestyle.

1. Regular Exercise routine – Each individual should focus 

on a defined time for daily exercise, as it directly affects 

both mental and physical health of a person.

2. Balanced nutritional food intake – One should 

concentrate on each and every thing to eat and drink. 

Having a balanced diet that includes essential minerals, 

vitamins and proteins makes a person healthy and fit. 

Hygiene and sanitation are also major factors that affect 

the health of a person. 

Things that leads for maintaining balanced, healthy and fit 

lifestyle:

3. Keeping body hydrated – Drink ample amount of water 

as it helps to release toxins and improve metabolism.

6. Have a positive outlook towards life – For mental health, 

it is the key to stay fit and healthy. Positive thoughts 

should rule the mind in order to stay happy and maintain 

the mental and emotional health and fitness.

1. Daily stress – Students often feel stressed about 

schoolwork, and exams. Professionals are also prone to 

stress with regard to their life and work. Such conditions 

lead to imbalanced mental health.

2. Depression – Prolonged stress about something leads 

to depression and becomes a health issue.

Major reasons that lead to the deterioration of health are as 

follows:

6. Following fashion model accounts on Social media – 

Certainly students are love to admire a beautiful model 

from time to time. However, now that we have higher 

access to these images at a moment's notice, it can 

cause us to create extremely unrealistic standards for 

ourselves.

4. Clean and tidy environment – We should make sure our 

surroundings clean and fit for us to survive. 

4. Lack of sleep – People tend to work late at night, 

constantly use their phones, etc and forego their 

destined sleep cycle. As suggested by medical experts, a 

defined time of sleep is mandatory for each individual. 

Lack of sleep results in an unfit lifestyle.

5. Proper Sleep – Give appropriate time for sleep. Each 

individual, as per medical norms, should take at least 8 

hours of sleep.

5. Junk foods – Intake of junk foods has replaced the 

proper nutritional diet that one should consume. 

Unhealthy food habits directly create unhealthy 

wellbeing.

7. Using Negative Self-Talk – Every time we say something 

negative about ourselves, it becomes more of a reality in 

our minds. “Words are powerful, and while we could be 

using them to lift ourselves up, sadly so many of us use 

them to put ourselves down.”

- Mr. Akshay Mane, Assistant Professor

Zoology Department

3. Intake of harmful substances – Alcohol and other 

stimulant drugs are adversely affect the physical and 

mental health and fitness.
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SCIENTIFIC REASONS

BEHIND TRADITIONAL RITUALS

Light symbolizes knowledge, and darkness, ignorance. The Lord is the 

"Knowledge Principle" (Chaitanya) who is the source, the enlivener 

and the illuminator of all knowledge. Hence light is worshiped as the 

Lord himself. Why not light a bulb or tube light? That too would remove 

darkness. But the traditional oil lamp has a further spiritual 

significance. The oil or ghee in the lamp symbolizes our  negative 

tendencies and the wick, the ego. The flame of a lamp always burns 

upwards. Similarly we should acquire such knowledge as to take us 

towards higher ideals.

Why do we wear marks (tilak) on the forehead?

Why do we light a lamp?

Joining both palms together to greet

Namaste could be just a casual or formal greeting, a cultural 

convention or an act of worship. However there is much more to it than 

meets the eye. In Sanskrit namah + te = namaste. It means - I bow to 

you - my greetings, salutations or prostration to you. Namaha can 

also be literally interpreted as "na ma" (not mine). It has a spiritual 

significance of negating or reducing one's ego in the presence of 

another.  

When a ghee lamp is lit and kept nearby, it creates an aura of 

illumination. This radiance of the lamp sets forth electromagnetic 

waves that open up the mind and activate the sensory areas of the 

brain. When activated, they enhance the performance of the 

individual and hence, the person is able to attend concentration and 

attention. 

However, scientifically speaking, joining both hands ensures joining 

the tips of all the fingers together; which are denoted to the pressure 

points of eyes, ears, and mind. Pressing them together is said to 

activate the pressure points which helps us remember that person for 

a long time. And, no germs since we don't make any physical contact!

Indian Traditions were considered mainly as misconceptions, but with 

the introduction of science, it is becoming marked that these 

traditions are based on some scientific knowledge and moved from 

one generations to next generations as traditions. Though the 

common people did not know science in it, they were following it very 

faithfully over the years. 

The temperature created by the burning of lamps helps in 

detoxification of the body of the person sitting nearby

The tilak cover the spot between the eyebrows, which is the seat of 

memory and thinking. It is known as the Aajna Chakra in the language 

of Yoga. The tilak is applied with the prayer - "May I remember the 

Lord. May this pious feeling pervade all my activities. May I be 

righteous in my deeds." Even when we temporarily forget this 

prayerful attitude the mark on another reminds us of our resolve. The 

tilak is thus a blessing of the Lord and a protection against wrong 

tendencies and forces. 

The entire body emanates energy in the form of electromagnetic 

waves – the forehead and the subtle spot between the eyebrows 

Why do we fast?

Fasting in Sanskrit is called upavaasa. Upa means "near" + vaasa 

means "to stay". Upavaasa therefore means staying near (the Lord), 

meaning the attainment of close mental proximity with the Lord. Then 

what has upavaasa to do with food?

especially so. That is why worry generates heat and causes a 

headache. The tilak and pottu cools the forehead, protects us and 

prevents energy loss.

Wearing toe rings is not just the significance of married women but 

there is science behind it. Normally toe rings are worn on the second 

toe. A particular nerve from the second toe connects the uterus and 

passes to heart. Wearing toe ring on this finger strengthens the 

uterus. It will keep it healthy by regulating the blood flow to it and 

menstrual cycle will be regularized. As Silver is a good conductor, it 

also absorbs polar energies from the earth and passes it to the body.

People who are visiting the temple should and will Ring the bell before 

entering the inner sanctum (Garbhagudi or GarbhaGruha or womb-

chamber) where the main idol is placed. According to Agama Sastra, 

the bell is used to give sound for keeping evil forces away and the ring 

of the bell is pleasant to God. However, the scientific reason behind 

bells is that their ring clears our mind and helps us stay sharp and 

keep our full concentration on devotional purpose.

The underlying principle behind fasting is to be found in Ayurveda. 

This ancient Indian medical system sees the basic cause of many 

diseases as the accumulation of toxic materials in the digestive 

system. Regular cleansing of toxic materials keeps one healthy. By 

fasting, the digestive organs get rest and all body mechanisms are 

cleansed and corrected. A complete fast is good for heath.

For Indians it is one of the most sacred plants. In fact it is known to be 

the only thing used in worship, which, once used, can be washed and 

reused in pooja - as it is regarded so self-purifying.

Why do we worship Tulsi?

Tulsi has great medicinal properties. It is a remarkable antibiotic. 

Taking Tulsi everyday in tea or otherwise increases immunity and help 

the drinker prevent diseases, stabilize his or her health condition, 

balance his or her body system and most important of all, prolong his 

or her life. Keeping Tulsi plant at home prevents insects and 

mosquitoes from entering the house. It is said that snakes do not dare 

to go near a Tulsi plant. Maybe that is why ancient people would grow 

lots of Tulsi near their houses.

Peepal' tree is almost useless for an ordinary person, except for its 

shadow. 'Peepal' does not a have a delicious fruit, its wood is not 

strong enough for any purpose then why should a common villager or 

person worship it or even care for it? Our ancestors knew that 'Peepal' 

is one of the very few trees (or probably the only tree) which produces 

oxygen even at night. So in order to save this tree because of its 

unique property they related it to God/religion.

Why do Indian women wear toe rings?

Why do we worship 'Peepal Tree'?

Why do temples have bells?

Why do Indian seat on floor and eat?

This tradition is not just about sitting on floor and eating, it is 

regarding sitting in the “Sukhasan” position and then eating. 

Sukhasan is the position we normally use for Yoga asanas. Sitting in 

this position while eating helps in improving digestion as the 

circulatory system can focus solely upon digestion and not on our legs 

dangling from a chair or supporting us while we are standing.

- Ms. Snehalata Sachin Narkhede, Assistant Professor

Maths Department
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 Objects fall on earth due to  force of attraction by the 

earth. Therefore, the earth, the planets, constellations, 

moon and sun are held in orbit due to this attraction.

 - Bhaskaracharya's law of gravity.

 The sun has tied earth and other planets through 

attraction and moves them around itself.

 “Bow to you who traverse 2,202 yojanas (a unit of 

measurement of length)in half nimisha”.

 (1yojan = 9miles),

2. Speed of light: Sayana (a minister in 15th century) 

commented on RIG VEDA(1-50-5)

 So, the velocity of light according to Vedas is 

299006.053km/sec. which is slightly different from 

velocity of light according to modern science 

 (1nimisha =16/75sec.), (1/2nimisha = 8/75sec.)

 2202yojan=19818miles=31893.979km

 Velocity=distance/time,

 31893.979/(8/75)=29906.053km/sec.

 - Rig Veda(10.149.1)

1. Theory of gravity: The Vedas mentioned  the concept of 

gravity thousands of year  before Newton.

CHEMISTRY I ADORE
 We study every day,

To obtain that precious degree,

 To demonstrate and affirm

Our knowledge of organic chemistry

Of organic chemistry

 Esters, alkanes, carbonyls, too

Fill our brains in all that we do

 Memorize every term

But remember, understanding is the key

 Wandering through the fray 

 Alcohols, ethers, aromatics, too

Fill our brains in all that we do

We must take our learning to heart

Fill our brains in all that we do

 Push those electrons

But we must do our part

Convince ourselves it's chem we adore.... 

 Rearrange those protons

 Chem in no free ride

 The professor is our guide

 Aldols, alkyls, hemiacetals, too

Through mechanism galore

F.Y.B.Sc.

-Abhishek Mishra

ANCIENT VEDIC SCIENCE

(299792.458km/sec.) which might be due to error in 

translation of Vedic units.

3. Evidence of theory of relativity(time dilation) can be 

found in SHREEMAD BHAGVAT PURAN (10-13-40) 

which shows time dilation between Brahma Lok (adobe 

of lord brahma) and Prithvi (earth).

4. Usage of words like Akash (for space) and Prana (for 

energy) in his book “man's greatest achievements 

shows that the “father of electricity” was well versed  in 

teachings of Vedic world view and his great friendship 

with SWAMI VIVEKANANDA is well known to us.

SWAMI VIVEKANANDA AND NIKOLA TESLA

- Mihir Patat

S.Y.B.Sc.

5. NielsBohr who had given Bohr's model of atom was 

fascinated with Vedas and his remark “I go to the 

Upanishads(a part of Vedas ) to ask questions” reveals 

the respect for the ancient wisdom of INDIA.

6. Erwin Schrodinger: ”the unity and continuity of Vedanta 

are reflected in unity and continuity of wave mechanics. 

This is entirely consistent with Vedanta concept”

7. Carl Sagan stated that only HINDU idea of world creation 

are similar to the current astronomical ideas.

“The more you study, the more you believe in god”.
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Human population size has grown enormously over the last 

EFFECT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON

HUMAN EXISTENCE

The earth's climate has been changing throughout time. Some 

of the earth's organisms were able to adapt to these changes, 

while others could not and have become extinct as a result. 

Climate change was natural, slowly and steady but the climate 

change we are experiencing today is different. Human-induced 

global warming is happening at an accelerated speed and it is 

becoming increasingly difficult for Human also to keep up with 

the resulting shifts. In addition, adapting to climate change is 

even more difficult, because other man-induced threats add to 

challenge. The world's remaining habitats are also lost or 

degraded for many other reasons, such s pollution, 

fragmentation, industrialization and urbanization etc.

We the Homo-sapiens were till now least concern about the 

environment in which we are living. And now at this stage when 

this climate change gives a big question mark on their own 

existence. We have started discussing about the climate change 

and its importance for us.

We have lost the connection with nature. There is a disturbance 

in nature. The Earth is heating up. We are getting more and more 

extreme heatwaves. The earth has fever. The monsoon is 

changing and coming at the wrong times. It is not how things 

are supposed to be. Things are out of balance. The weather is 

less stable and unpredictable. Seasons are coming at the wrong 

times. We can no longer ignore the role of climate change. We've 

always had extreme weather events but climate change is like 

stacking the deck…making the changes much higher.

From a study of the history of life on earth through fossil 

records, we learn that large scale loss of species like the one we 

are currently witnessing have also happened earlier, even 

before humans appeared on the scene. During the long period 

since the origin and diversification of life on earth there were five 

episodes of mass extinction of species. And now we are 

reaching towards the sixth extinction. But there is little 

difference between this and pervious extinction rates are 

estimated to be 100 to 1000 times faster than the pre-human 

time and our activities are responsible for the faster rates. 

Ecologists warn that if the present trends continue nearly half of 

all the species on earth might be wiped out within the next 100 

years.

A decline in monsoon rainfall since 1950s has already been 

observed. The frequency of heavy rainfall is increased. A 2 

degree rise in the world's average temperature will make India's 

summer monsoon highly unpredictable. A 4 degree warming, an 

extremely wet monsoon that currently has a change of 

occurring only once in 100 years is projected to occur every 10 

years by the end of the century. An abrupt change in the 

monsoon could precipitate a major crisis triggering more 

frequent droughts as well as greater flooding in large parts of 

world. Dry years will be dried and wet years wetter. In addition, 

Climatic change are estimated to cause over 150,000 deaths 

annually.

Climate change is also having many effect which are proved 

deteriorating for Homo-sapiens.

Climate change is in process, and it is clear that it is affecting 

our environment by adding to the disarrangement of ecological 

balances. Although the process cannot be stopped completely, 

we have the possibility to interfere. Everyone can join the fight 

against climate change every day. Reduce the energy you use, 

turn offs the lights, reduce heating and take up cycling.

S.Y.B.Sc.

hundred years. This means increase in demand for food, water, 

home, electricity, roads, automobiles and numerous other 

commodities. These demands are exerting tremendous 

pressure on our natural resources, and are also contributing to 

pollution of air, water, soil, which is then affecting the climate.

What we most need to do is to hear within us the sound of 

Earth crying. -Thich Nhat Hanh

- Vidushi Tripathi

The Climate Change is now heard from all the corners of the 

world. Talking about the Carbon dioxide (CO2) level before 

industrial revolution it was 280 ppm(parts per million) and now 

it is approximately 490 ppm. And because of this Carbon 

emission our oceans, and other waterbodies are getting 

acidified. Which not only affecting the marine life but also food 

ecosystem. The acid rain reducing affecting the soil fertility 

which is affecting our fauna and destroying the crops on which 

Humans depend on.

Evidence indicates that parts of South Asia have become dried 

since 1970s with increase in number of droughts. Droughts are 

expected to be more frequent and crop yields are expected to 

fall significantly because of heart by 2040s. Climate change 

lead extreme weather, ozone depletion (protect us from ultra 

violet ray coming from sun), increased danger of wild land fires, 

stresses to food producing systems and the global spread of 

infectious diseases like malaria, dengue, diarrhea etc. Sea level 

is expected 1 meter rise till 2050 mainly due to climate change 

and as glaciers are melting less freshwater will be available as 

glaciers store about 3/4th of world's freshwater. It is estimated 

22.5 million people are displaced annually by climate related 

disasters.
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STOP SURVIVING

Most of days nothing around you changes. It's the same sun, 

the same moon. The road doesn’t change their paths, neither 

do birds sing in different tone. But if you look closely all these 

monotonous elements of your life, can look entirely different 

because of your change perspective, it takes a whole less 

effort to turn your usual days to exciting ones by looking the 

things as blessing and giving then your attention like really 

special.

Our life Demands simplicity in thoughts and in actions . Over 

analyzing an otherwise simple situation makes us divert from 

AND START LIVING
Life is like a book. Each day is a new page. May your book 

be a best seller with adventures to tell, lessons to learn 

and of course tales of GOOD DEEDS to remember.

Many times we prefer to ignore the sheer joy of being thankful 

to what we have. To be grateful for the things is a way of 

offering your prayers in the most humble way rather than 

asking for more. Life gives us many reasons to be thankful for. 

They are the blessing of your life that grow, manifold if given 

due importance. From having loved ones around to how 

things around you facilitate your life, thankfulness is a very 

requisite expression that balances our expectations. Our 

another hold is magic, it isn`t just the work of a magician. It 

keeps showing its presence in everything around you. But 

until and unless you believe in it and are ready to show your 

appreciation for its existence, it`s difficult that you get to feel 

it. When life is on a rough path, it`s your belief in magic that 

keeps you going. It`s that hope which comes out of nowhere 

to guide you ahead and strengthens you to keep moving. So 

the shine of anything magical just wear off if you stop trusting 

them in real.

Life is like a roller coaster, So the one who never fear, is one 

who enjoys . It is said that blessed are those who are naturally 

positive. They always see the glass half full and known that 

things happen for a reason. Instead of being sympathetic 

towards their situation, they feel positive about everything 

they experience in their day-to-day life. So adapt yourself 

with a way of life where everything around, no more appear 

unreasonable. One should know when to hold and when to 

leave, this is what the art of living. You will find immense 

peace and relief once you have distanced yourself from the 

misery of things that tangled you up till now. While 

attachment is significant to establishing long term 

connection in life, detachment is equally impart to ensure 

that you are set free to make your own choices that shape 

your life ahead in a better way.

The life at college is a time when you can decide your career. 

It's a time of dreams and innumerable paths.So, remember 

that there will be moments that carry a lot of sentimental 

value and you can't help but miss those years later. The 

friendships you make in college life is the most important 

aspect. 

The time you spend with your friends, playing pubg, ludo, or 

arguing about any random topic, your regular lecture 

“bunking” to watch a new release  new movies, planning road 

trips, occasional adventures—all these things make you 

more emotional when you say “good bye” to the institution.

Academia, as they say, never lets you go free. People might 

try to motivate you by telling that you need to study only 

through your school years and chill during the college life, but 

that isn't true.  

 That's the beauty of college life. It stays with you long after 

you've climbed those ladders of success and forgotten the 

name of that cute crush you used to blush after listening the 

name !!!!...

- Bhavini F.Y.B.Sc.

the real solution which could be easily achieved. Keeping 

things away from unwarranted complexities and taking life as 

easy as possible is what makes for a wonderful lifestyle. A 

Saint said that “Happy are those who take life day by day, 

complain little and are thankful for the little things in life”

GLORIOUS PHASE OF ONE'S LIFE

S.Y.B.Sc.

- Hema Bhatt

LIFE AT COLLEGE: THE MOST

One of the most interesting stages in life that gives you an 

opportunity to explore is the 'college phase.' Life at college is 

the time when the teenage years end and we all dive deep into 

the ocean of new beginnings . 

Life is unpredictable. It might be good, it might be bad, it 

might be weird, and it might not interest you, but expect 

anything to happen. College life prepares you for all of this. It 

is a perfect blend of joy and hardships. You meet different 

people, you interact with them,  You will understand how to 

talk to different people, how to judge their behavior, which will 

help you in developing your life skills.
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Jadish Chandra Bose joined the hare school in 1869 and then 

St. Xavier's school at Kolkata. In 1875, he passed the 

entrance examination of the University of Calcutta and was 

admitted to St. Xavier's college, Calcutta. Through the 

recommendation of Anandamohan Bose, his brother in law he 

secured admission in Christ's college Cambridge to study 

natural science.

He joined the presidency college of the university of Calcutta 

as a professor of physics. There despite racial discrimination 

and a lack of funding and equipment, Bose carried his strike 

he did not take his salary for three years. So his condition 

become very weak. Therefore he sold his house and took 

other house on low rent.

He was also the first to study the action of microwaves in plant 

tissues and corresponding changes in the cell membrane 

potential.

Jagdish Chandra Bose was one of the greatest scientists of 

India, he was born on 30th November 1858 in Munsiganj, 

Bengal presidency during British governance of India. His 

father, Bhagwan Chandra Bose was a leading member of 

brahma samaj and worked as a deputy magistrate and 

assistant commissioner in Faridpur.

However, instead of trying to gain commercial benefit from 

this invention, Bose made his invention public in order to 

allow others to further develop his research.

The Bose Carried on his scientific research. He made 

remarkable progress in his research to remote wireless 

signaling and was the first to use semi-conductor junctions to 

deflect radio signals.

Bose subsequently made a number of pioneering discoveries 

in plant physiology. He used his own invention, the Cresco 

graph, to measure plant response to various stimuli and there 

by scientifically proved parallelism between animal and plant 

tissue. His major contribution of various stimuli in plants, 

which were earlier thought to be of a chemical nature. These 

claims were later proven experimentally.

“The true laboratory is the mind where,

- Kalpesh Patil S.Y.B.Sc.

Jagdish Chandra Bose was awarded by India's first modern 

scientist. Jagdish Chandra Bose was the father of wireless 

communication.

behind illusions, we uncover the laws of truth”.

JAGDISH CHANDRA BOSE

JEWEL IN HELL

T.Y.B.Sc.

In today's world our most precious and beautiful jewels that 

are birds, which are getting defunct. They are called the 

feathered bipeds as named by our 'birdman of India' Salim 

Ali. These fauna are getting depleted day by day as our planet 

is modernizing. There were 10196 species previously, but 

now only 10000 are left and this number is also not safe. In 

this process of extinction, we the humans have contributed a 

major role, as due to our anthropogenic activity we created a 

havoc that is leading to this destruction of such beautiful 

fauna. Deforestation, pollution, urbanisation etc are 

responsible for green house effect and global warming, which 

are two main reasons, severely affecting our mother nature 

which is ultimately leading to the formation of hell on earth. It 

is my heart felt request, please don't make the world hell for 

these jewels, but make it a paradise ….

- Raksha Pandey

I thought I lost everything... No one is there for me... My hope 

had died... And I'd never be able to move on...

NOT ALONE
That night sitting on the roadside bench under the stormy 

rain...

I realized how much I was wrong had been thinking that I'm 

lost... I'm abandoned... I'm alone... 'Coz I'm not...

I'll be always struck on this road under the pouring rain... 

abandoned... alone...

I just hadn't realized that everyone will have a Rainbow just 

after the stormy rain including me too...

I screamed, I cried that I'll be forever alone...

I AM NOT ALONE...

A new me having a new hope as sunshine and  with the people 

who love me...

- Jinal Rohit

S.Y.B.Sc.

But today, sitting with my friends, on the same roadside 

bench fighting for the last piece of pizza...

So, again on the same roadside bench I screamed back to the 

world that...
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• The mission of life is not merely to survive, But to thrive; 

And to do so with some passion some compassion, some 

humor, and some style. 

• If you don't like something, change it. If you can't 

change it, change your attitude. 

• Nothing will work unless you do.

• Try to be a rainbow in someone's life.

• We've learned that people will forget what you said, 

people will forget what you did, but people will never 

forget how you made them feel. 

• We may encounter many defeats but we must not be 

defeated. 

• There is no greater agony then bearing an untold story 

inside you.

• A good decision is based on knowledge and not on 

number 

• The true sign of intelligence is not knowledge but 

imagination. 

F.Y.B.Sc.

• To know, is to know that you that you know nothing. That 

is the meaning of true knowledge.

- Kiran N. Rajput

MATHS I LOVE

MOTIVATION

F.Y.B.Sc.

- Prabhat Singh

 And I seriously have to improve 

I will one the probably achieve  my goal, 

Because in our lives maths plays a very significant role..

 Try, try and try,

I practice math with my heart and soul,

Yes I am a not able  to achieve my goal,

 I never get marks in maths, 

 Inspite of my great endeavors

 The more I  try,

 The more I try, 

I really want to improve my maths, 

 Because I love this subject 

 Fate is never in my favour

And for this I am trying my level best, 

In mathematics  examination I always create a mess, 

 I am candid so I confess,

 All the answers I guess

And ultimately  the marks I get are quite less. 

I believe that if I do ample practice, 

 Full of sound and foamy flash

  The touch to my feet

1. Success start within 

  Chirping of sea birds

8. Perseverance is required 

10. Success starts today 

Sitting on the edge of rock

 Obliging to hear me

#10 Principles of success

4. Success is in motion 

The rhythmic and random silence

5. Success required faith

The vastness of horizon

  And I get the answer.

2. Success is a habit

3. Success is only obtainable in the allowed 

OCEAN

- Shipra Singh

  Music to my ears

 Reaching deep inside me

T.Y.B.Sc.

 Soothes my soul at all ends

THOUGHT AND PRINCIPLES

Splash of fresh salty air

OF SUCCESS
Success means doing the best we can with what we have. 

Success is the doing not the getting ; in the trying , not triump. 

Success is the personal standard, reaching for the highest 

that is in us becoming all that we can be.

6. Success means helping other

7. Success is a choice

9. Visualization is key 

Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seed 

you plant.

- Rakhi Jha 

S.Y.B.Com.
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S.Y.B.M.S.

My heart peevish for some time,

MY COLLEGE LIFE....

So beautiful were college life,

 No one can ignore to discuss,

At the time of admission we said,

 That how was his college life,

So long is our college life,

 The 1st step was to admit at College,

 The 2nd was to retire from College life,

Then to sat in class 1st year,

 But after very little period of time,

 1st year were ignored from college life, 

We take start for college life,

Then on promoting to next class,

 And never wait to enjoy College life,

 But the time has to go on and so on!

I felt the beauty of college life,

Now before ending the session,

S.Y.B.Com.

- Jyoti Singh

To shares activities of college life,

Eager to look into my tiny eyes, made a move for the first time,

TOUCH OF AN ANGEL
In the warmth of her big scraggy yet tender arms,

She held me for the first time.

Helping me to grow up and loving me unconditionally.

A loud cry from me, gave a smile to her face, words of joy and 

happiness filled the room with my little gaze.

When I was born in this world,

she was the one who took care of me.

She taught me how to build bridges with people rather than 

walls, and threw a blanket of happiness whenever I felt.

She helped me build up whatever it took.

From colours to crayons to exams and books.

''Mother'', I used to call out for all those challenges that fell 

upon me.

But she refused to show up, saying ''they were battles that 

gave me''.

I saw her in times of delight and distress.

- Divya Dinesh Gursale

She always managed to put up a big smile which was simply 

the best.

Anonymous

Dedicated to her with allegiance and affection.

She's beauty with perfection and god's only reflection.

S.Y.B.Com.

 The only thought in the mind that Fears... 

 On multiple gears.. 

A day filled with complete craze.. 

We've been with for long years.. 

 All our hearts were filled with tears, 

Going too apart from those, 

 Now life is gonna run 

Oh yeah!! I miss my school days... 

- Asha Parihar

Filled with race.. 

 In writing essays, To running hard in the long relays... 

Life was completely 

Running all around the class 

 Sharing of food with our friends, 

 Continuously blabbering all on sense... 

 Oh yeah!! What fun were school Days.... 

Always waiting for the recess, 

Making a mess... 

To last time abide by the school bell.

Then comes the day to bid the Farewell, 

Making the class go noisy always.... 

 Oh yeah!! What fun were school Days... 

 Enthusiastically celebrating all the fests... 

Wearing colour dresses 

On our birthdays... 

 Oh yeah!! What fun were school Days... 

The extra classes We couldn't resist, 

The P.T. period we never missed... 

 Competing with friends 

WHAT FUN WERE SCHOOL DAYS...

 From studying and playing, to making memories, 

 Being friends to some and to some, enemies... 

Passing out school day, 

All the way.... 

We are all grown up today, 

In everybody's life 

It's the happiest phase... 

To the shoes touching the floor... 

The uniform we wore, 

 Oh yeah!! What fun were school Days... 

 We always prompted to be the Best, 
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AnZr j‘VmAm| H$mo nhMmZo
EH$ {~„r Wr, dh O§Jb ‘| ahVr Wr& EH$ XrZ CgZo EH$ gmYw H$mo H$hVo 

gwZm {H$ Omo g~go VmH$Vda hmoVm h¡, gmar Xþ{Z¶m CgH$s BÀN>mAm| H$m 

nmbZ H$aVr h¡& {~„r H$mo gwZH$a CÀN>m bJm& bo{H$Z dh OmZVr Wr {H$ 

A~ g~go VmH$Vda àmUr Zht ~Z gH$Vr& Bg{bE CgZo gmoMm {H$ Omo 

g~go VmH$Vda àmUr h¡, dh CgHo$ gmW ah|Jr& CgZo gwZ aIm Wm {H$ eoa 

g~go Á¶mXm e{º$embr VmH$Vda àmUr h¡, dh CgHo$ gmW ah|Jr& dh eoa 

Ho$ gmW ahZo bJr& EH$ {XZ eoa Yw§n goH$ ahm Wm {H$ V^r CYa go EH$ 

hmWr JwOam& eoaZo Cgo {ZH$bZo Ho$ {bE amñVm Xo {X¶m& {~„r Zo ¶hm XoIm 

Vmo Cgo bJm {H$ hmWr eoa go ̂ r e{º$embr h¡ Am¡a dh hmWr Ho$ gmW ahZo 

bJr& {’$a CgZo EH$ {XZ hmWr H$mo ~Xhdmgr ‘| ̂ mJVo hþE XoIm, nwN>Zo na 

nVm Mbm {H$ O§Jb ‘| EH$ IVaZmH$ {eH$mar Am¶m h¡, Omo hm{W¶m| H$mo 

‘maH$a CZHo$ Xm§V H$mQ> bo OmVm h¡& {~„r H$mo ¶H$sZ hmo J¶m {H$ {eH$mar 

hmWr go Á¶mXm VmH$Vda h¡& dh {eH$mar Ho$ gmW CgHo$ Ka AmH$a ahZo 

bJr& EH$ XrZ CgZo {eH$mar Ho$ nËZr H$mo H$hVo gwZm {H$ Ka ‘| Myho ~hþV 

hmo JE h¡, CÝhm|Zo ZmH$ ‘| X‘ H$a {X¶m h¡& {eH$mar Amh ̂ aHo$ ~mobm {H$ ‘¢ 

{H$VZm hr ~‹S>m {eH$mar ³¶m| Z hmoD§$ bo{H$Z BZ Myhm| na ‘oam H$moB© ~g Zht 

MbVm& {~„r H$mo Cg na ~hþV Vag Am¶m Am¡a CgZo gmoMm {H$ {eH$mar Ho$ 

n[adma H$mo Myhm| go Nw>Q>H$mam {‘bZm Mm{hE& CgZo Xmo VrZ {XZm| ‘| hr Ka Ho$ 

gmao Myhm| H$mo CnZm ̂ moOZ ~Zm {b¶m& BgHo$ ~mX CgH$mo g‘P ‘| Am J¶m 

{H$ ha àmUr ñd¶§ ‘| n¶m©á e{º$ Am¡a gm‘Ï¶© aIVm h¡&

gma… AnZr j‘VmAm| H$mo H$‘ H$aHo$ Zht Am§H$Zm Mm{hE&
- Dr. Priyanka Tabhane

Assistant Professor

Physics Department

 Ohm± ê$V~m nhbo kmZ H$m Wm, àíZ AmË‘ gå‘mZ H$m Wm&

nmJb H$a Xo B§gmZ H$mo Omo, n¡go H$s AO~ H$hmZr h¡&

 B‚mV B§gmZ H$s hmoVr Wm, amO Y‘© B©‘mZ H$m Wm&

n¡go H$s AO~ H$hmZr

n¡go na H${dVm -

h¡ bmo^ ~‹T> J¶m Xþ{Z¶m ‘|, ‘¢ Omo ~mV H$ê±$ ZmXmZr h¡&

n¡gm hm Vmo g~ Hw$N> h¡, ¶o ~mV {gImB© OmVr h¡&

 h¡ [aíVoXmar n¡go H$s, ß¶ma H$hm± ê$hmZr h¡&

Xÿa H$ao B§gmZ go Omo, dmo {H$Vm~ n‹T>mB© OmVr h¡&

T.Y.B.Sc. (Botany)

 nmJb H$a Xo B§gmZ H$mo Omo, n¡go H$s AO~ H$hmZr h¡&
- Shivani Bhatt

 nmJb H$a Xo B§gmZ H$mo Omo, n¡go H$s JO~ H$hmZr h¡&

 AmO H$s nr‹T>r BZ g~go, EH$X‘ hr AZOmZr h¡&

Oha hmo ahm hdm nmZr, Yam ̂ ar agm¶Z go gmar&

Mbmo AmAm| h‘ d¥j bJmE±, {’$a go ZE ~mJmZ gOmE

 {VVbr h‘ go nwN> ahr h¡&

’w$bm| Ho$ namJ-ag boZo, nwZ… ß¶mar {VV{b¶m± ~wbmE±

 H$hm± JE dmo ~mJ-~JrMo, H$hm± ̂ ybo dmo ß¶mao ~ƒo

 H$hm± JE dmo Y‘m Mm¢H$‹S>r, H$hm± JE dmo {J„r S>§S>o

 {VVbr h‘go nwN> ahr h¡&

 ~ƒo ~MnZ ̂ yb J¶o h¡, nwñVH$m| ‘| dmo h‘o Tw>±T> aho h¡&

‘H$mZ {damZ Am±JZ Imbr, ì¶ñV qOXJr Mmam| ImZr

H$maImZmo H$s ~‹S>r ‘erZmo Zo, N>rZ br hmWm| H$s ‘{h‘m gmar

{hå‘Vr Wo do nwê$f ‘hmZ {OÝhm|Zo Am‹OmXr {XbmB© Wr,

 AnZm {ee PwH$m¶| {~Z, Am‹OmXr H$s OrV nmB© Wr&

~{bXmZr Wo do nwê$f ‘hmZ {OÝhm|Zo dra J{V nmB© Wr,

 ß¶ma, gä¶Vm Am¡a EH$Vm H$s Ztd {OÝhm|Zo gOmB© Wr&

Zoology Department

Assistant Professor

- Ms. Rinkal Parmar

^m¡amo Ho$ ‘Ywa‘¶ JmZ go, dgw§Yam gwemo{^V ~ZmE±&

ñdV§ÌVm JrV

- Priya Pandey

CLASS

 Zm ̂ wboJm CZHo$ bhÿ H$m EH$-EH$ H$Vam ¶o Xoe h‘mam&

Eogo nwê$fm| H$mo eV-eV ~ma Z‘Z H$aVm ¶o Xoe h‘mam,

BamXm| ‘| Wr ‘‹O~yVr CZHo$, {OÝhm|Zo A§J«oO gaH$ma {JamB© Wr,

 gË¶, Aqhgm H$m nmR> n‹T>mH$a, ̂ maV ‘mVm H$s ‘mZ ~‹T>mB© Wr&

 CZHo$ draVm H$mo AmO ̂ r ¶mX H$aVm ¶o Xoe h‘mam&

CZ ‘hmZ nwê$fm| Ho$ ~{bXmZm| H$mo ¶mX H$a,

CZHo$ ~{bXmZmo no ’$H«$ H$aVm ¶o Xoe h‘mam,

 ñdV§ÌVm Ho$ a§J ‘| a§J OmVm ¶o Xoe h‘mam&

{VVbr h‘go nwN> ahr h¡,

’y$b hmo JE h¡ ³¶m| H$‘

{VVbr

³¶m| ~hma h¡ Imbr Imbr,

{H$g ~mV H$m ̂ m¡am| H$mo J‘

no‹S> {Za§Va H$‘ hmo aho h¡, H$maU {VVbr nwN> ahr h¡&
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‘oam Xoe ‘oam ̂ maV

^maV ‘oam Xoe {H$ {Og‘o ha B§gmZ OO~mVr h¡&

gmha {Ogo nm±d H$mo nyOo J§Jm MaU YwbmVr h¡&

‘§{Xa ‘pñOX ¶o Jwê$Ûmam bJVo {H$VZo CÀN>o h¡&

{hÝXþ ‘wpñb‘ {gI B©gmB© g~ ̂ maV Ho$ ~ƒo h¡&

 amUm Ho$ JwUJmZ hþE h¡ ¶mamo hëXr KmQ>r ‘|

{díd Jwê$ O¶ qhÝX h‘mam gmao {díd {dYmVm H$s

 ^maV ‘oam Xoe {H$ {Og‘o ha B§gmZ OO~mVr h¡&

g§Ü¶m AmaVr nyOZ H$a bmo, AnZr ̂ maV ‘mVm H$s

 bmb {H$bo no ‘ñV {Va§Jm, bha bha bham¶o

 dram| Ho$ ~{bXmZ hþE h¡ Bg ̂ maV H$s ‘mQ>r ‘|

 gmJa {OgHo$ nm±d H$mo nyOo J§Jm MaU YwbmVr h¡

 gahX no ~{bXmZ hþE h¡ CZHo$ JrV gwZm¶o

 ‘mbm ’y$b AJa Y¥V M§XZ BZHo$ MaUZ H$a boZm

 IwXram‘ {~pñ‘b gmdH$a H$m A{^ZÝXZ H$a boZm

 Oo.nr. Jm±Yr, bmb~hmXþa O¶ hmo AãXþb H$bm‘ H$s

^aV qgh H$mo H$a àUm‘ Vy MÝÐeoIa AmOmX H$mo

ZoVmOr gw^mf MÝÐ H$mo VwZ A{^ZÝXZ H$a boZm

gmJa {OgHo$ nm±d H$mo nyOo, J§Jm MaU YwbmVr h¡&

^maV ‘oam Xoe {H$ {Og‘o ha B§gmZ OO~mVr h¡&

- Shweta Gaur

S.Y.B.Sc.

eyadra J{V go nmH$a, ñdJ© H$mo {gYma ah| h¡ h‘,

’$m¡Or Ho$ Ab’$mO

 ‘Ja Vw ¶o Z gmoMZm H$s, Vwåh| VÝhm gm N>mo‹S> Am¶m hÿ±,

 g^r dmo ¶mXo ¶mX h¡ ‘wPo, ~g Hw$N> Xÿa {ZH$b Am¶m hÿ±&

^ma ‘m± H$s H$moI ‘o X’$Z, ha Am±I go Am±gy N>bH$m aho h¡ h‘&

H$me ‘oao qOXJr ‘o gahX H$s H$moB© em‘ Am¶o,

 JrVm am‘m¶U ‘hm^maV ~mB{~b Am¡a Hw$amZ H$s

 ^maV ‘oam Xoe {H$ {Og‘o ha B§gmZ OO~mVr h¡&

 gmJa {OgHo$ nm±d H$mo nyOo, J§Jm MaU YwbmVr h¡&

Jwê$dmUr H$s O¶ hmo ß¶mao O¶ hmo {hÝXþñVmZ H$s

^maV‘mVm H$s O¶ O¶ hmo ̂ maV Ho$ gå‘mZ H$s&

S.Y.B.M.S.

- Akash Mishra

 Zm Im¡’$ h¡ ‘m¡V H$m Zm AmaOw h¡ OÞV H$s,

H$me ‘oar qOXJr ‘oao dVZ Ho$ H$m‘ Am¶o&

 ‘Ja O~ H$^r {OH«$ hmo ehrXmo H$m ‘oam ̂ r Zm‘ Am¶o&

 Ohm± g~H$m ̂ bm hmoVm h¡, ‘¢ dmo Xodmb¶ hÿ±...

 ‘¢ gy‘oê$, ‘¢ Aamdbr, ‘¢ hr {h‘mb¶ hÿ±...

‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±, ‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±...!

 Xþ{Z¶m H$mo kmZ XoZodmbm EH$ {dÚmb¶ hÿ±...

 Vár J‘u ‘| ‘Z H$mo ̂ mE do erVb hdm gr hÿ±...

 kmZm‘¥V H$m nmZ H$amZo dmbm ‘Ywemb¶ hÿ±...

‘¢ J§Jm, ‘¢ ¶‘wZm, ‘¢ gañdVr Ho$ Ob H$s Ymam hÿ±...

 ‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±, ‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±...!

MaU dÝXZm H$aZo dmbo {hÝX gmJa H$m {H$Zmam hÿ±...

Xþ{Z¶m Ho$ g~ ~oghmam| H$m, ‘¢ hr EH$ ghmam hÿ±...

’$gbo Iwer go bhaVr, ‘¢ CZ IoVmo H$m ZOmam hÿ±...

‘¢ Va ̂ y{‘ n§Om~ H$s, ‘¢ hr ‘ê$ ̂ y{‘ ß¶mgr hÿ±...

‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±, ‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±...!

‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±, ‘¢ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±...!

^¡ad Ho$ gmJa {H$ ~wÝX Oamgr hÿ±...!

‘¡ ̂ maVdmgr hÿ±

- Manjeet Singh F.Y.B.Com.

hmoZo Z Xo Omo MrahaU Zmar H$m H¥$îU, 

- Gaurav Rai S.Y.B.M.S.

H¥$îU O¡go bmO Ho$ nhaoXmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

Ob ~MmAmo - dZ ~MmAmo b‹S>I‹S>mVo n¶m©daU H$mo ghmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

~oamoOJma, doí¶m, ~mb ‘OXÿa Z hmo H$moB© {Og‘o Eogo H$Vmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

 H$Ý¶m ̂ «wU hË¶mAmo H$s A{¾ ~wPm Xo Eogr ~m¡N>mamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

 {Jadr Z aIo Omo AmZ Xoe H$s Eogo nhaoXmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

 ~mEo  Z Om o Z’$aV H$o  H$mQ§ > o Ego  o ‘{§ Xa ‘pñOX Ama¡  Jêw $Ûmam o H$s Oê$aV h&¡

am‘, H¥$îU, ‘mohå‘X, ¶rew, Xe‘ Jwê$Amo O¡go AdVmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

Z¡{VH$Vm H$s hmo JB© ~oH$Xar BVZr g§ñH¥${V H$mo AnZo ~Mm¶o H¡$go?

MmhV {OgH$s
dº$ H$s aâVma ~‹S>r VoO h¡, gmW H$X‘ ~‹T>m¶o H¡$go?

 Bg {bE Xoe H$mo Zmamo H$s Zhr g§ñH$mamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

 ‘hH$mE Omo h‘mar g§ñH¥${V H$mo Eogo ~hmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

{ZH$bo Z Ohm go ̂ oX Xoe H$m Eogo Xrdmam| H$s Oê$aV h¡&

 Zem bJm hmo Xoe^{º$ H$m Eogo V~~Jmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&

Jar~r ‘O~yar H$m Z hmo Zm‘mo{Zem Eogo ZOmamo H$s Oê$aV h¡&
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Xoe H$s gm‘m{OH$ g‘ñ¶m

XhoO àWm
{H$VZm XhoO boZm Mmh|Jo Amn? AmnH$s AnZr ¶m AnZo ~oQ>o H$s emXr ‘|? gmoMZo 

‘| g‘ñ¶m hmo ahr h¡? H$moB© ~mV Zht, Vmo ~VmBEo {H$VZm XhoO X|Jo Amn? AmnH$s 

AnZr ¶m ~hZ-~oQ>r Ho$ emXr ‘|? ¶o ‘V gmo{MEJm {H$ H¡$gm ‘OmH$ h¡ ̂ bm?

Xo{IE Xoe Ho$ AÝXa ̂ maVr¶ g‘mO ‘| EH$ ~‹S>r JÝXr naånam h¡ XhoO& g‘P ‘| 

¶h Zhr AmVm h‘mao Xoe Ho$ gm‘m{OH$ Am¡a amO{Z{VH$ àmUr nyao Xoe H$mo Vmo 

ñdÀN> ~ZmZo ‘| bJm h¡ bo{H$Z g‘mO H$s Bg K{Q>¶m naånam na PmSy> H$~ 

bJoJm& BZHo$ Ûmam [aíVm| H$m ‘OmH$ ~Zm¶m Om ahm h¡ Am¡a OrdZ H$mo JÝXm&

‘OmH$ Zhr h{H$H$V h¡ Amn ^r AnZm aoQ> V¶ H$a {bOrEo Xo{IEo AJa Amn 

{H$gr b‹S>H$s go emXr H$a aho h¡& Vmo ñdm^m{dH$ h¡ Amn nyao OrdZ ^a CgHo$ 

ZIamo H$m ~moP CR>mE§Jo Am¡a {Xb {H$¶m Vmo ZIaodmbr H$mo ̂ r CR>m¶|Jo&

- Saurabh Mishra

Vmo Amn ̂ bo hr AmnH$s ¶m AmnHo$ AnZm| H$s emXr ‘| ̂ bo hr {‘R>mB© H$s OJh 

nm°nH$m°Z© Im boZm na XhoO Ho$ ~ma| ‘| gmoMZm ^r ‘V Am¡a gmoMmo Vmo gmoM boZm 

AmJo Amn H$s {OÝXJr h¡ Am¡a CgHo$ AmJo H$moQ>© h¡, d{H$b h¡, nw{bg h¡ Am¡a 

498-E h¡ Vmo H$a {b{OEJm BgH$mo ̂ r Q>oñQ> Am¡a Zht Vmo ‘V br{OEo XhoO Am¡a 

bmB’$ H$mo ~ZmB©¶| ~oñQ>&

T.Y.B.Sc.

AmO H$m ¶wJ dmo Zhr ahm {H$ AmnZo XhoO {b¶m h¡ Am¡a H$^r nËZr H$mo 2 Wßn‹S> 

‘ma Xr& ‘ma Ho$ Vmo ³¶m, H$^r Am±Io ̂ r {XImZm&

gM H$ho Vmo h‘| h±gr AmVr h¡ Cg JYo na Omo XhoO boVm h¡, A~ ¶o Zm gmo{M¶oJm 

{H$ Bg‘| hgZo {H$ ~mV H$hm± h¡? Vmo Xo{IE emXr H$aZo Ho$ ~mX EH$ b‹S>H$m {H$g 

Vah Kmo‹S>o go JYm ~ZVm h¡ ~VmZo {H$ Oê$aV Zhr dmo g^r H$mo {XImB© XoVm h¡& na 

g‘P ¶h Zhr AmVm {H$ O~ dh EH$ b‹S>H$s H$s {Oå‘oXmar AnZo H$ÝYmo na bo 

MwH$m h¡ Vmo XhoO boH$a ³¶mo A~ CgHo$ ̂ md ̂ r bo ahm h¡&

hmbm±{H$ ¶h g~ ~hþV ~hmXÿar H$m H$m‘ h¡ bo{H$Z Amn ¶{X ¶h g~ H$aZo ‘| 

gj‘ h¡ Vmo AmnH$m [aíVm {~J‹S>Zo H$m nyam nyam Omo{I‘ h¡ Am¡a [aíVm {~J‹S>Zo na 

AmnHo$ D$na 498-E H$s Ymam bJZm V¶ h¡ ̂ bo hr AmnZo XhoO Ho$ {bE {H$gr 

àH$ma go ~r~r H$mo Q>moM©a Zht {H$¶m h¡&

h‘ AmnH$mo ~Vm Xo {H$ A~ Xoe H$s Zmar A~bm Zhr h¡, Ab~obr h¡ ‘oH$An 

Am¡a MmQ> nH$m¡S>r H$s ghobr h¡ Am¡a {X‘mJ go AZgwbPr nhobr h¡&

Vmo XhoO H$m »¶mb {X‘mJ ‘| ̂ ybH$a ̂ r ‘V bmZm, AJa ‹T>§J H$s bmB’$ h¡ nmZm& 

³¶m|{H$ ~Xb JB© h¡ Zmar, ~Xb J¶m h¡ O‘mZm& I¡a AmO {H$ Zmar ‘| BVZm kmZ 

Am¡a g§ñH$ma Hy$Q> Hy$Q> H$a ^am h¡ ¶h Vmo O~ Amn emXr H$a|Jo Vmo nVm Mb hr 

OmEJm& ~g Hw$Q>Zo ‘V bJ OmZm dZm© Amn H$s bmB’$ nm°nH$m°Z© H$s Vah ’y$Q> 

n‹S>oJr&

‘mVm-{nVm H$mo AnZo Ka no AÀN>o {df¶ no MMm© H$aZr Mm{hE dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

‘mVm-{nVm AnZo ~ƒm| H$mo {Oå‘oXmar¶mo go AdJV H$am¶o dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Am¡a dmo b‹S>Ho$ Omo AnZo {Oå‘oXmar¶m| H$m nmbZ H$ao dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

EH$ A{YH$mar Omo CgH$m H$m‘ h¡ {OgHo$ {bE CgH$mo aIm J¶m h¡& dmo AnZr {Oå‘oXmar 

nyar H$ao, dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

EH$ ZoVm Omo dmXo H$ao, nyao H$ao dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

{H$gr H$mo Hw$N> JbV H$aZo go amoH$Zm VmH$s dmo ̂ {dî¶ ‘o g‘mO H$m Xþí‘Z Z ~Zo dmo 

Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Omo H$moB© ̂ r g§ñWm ¶m gm‘m{OH$ g‘wXm¶ h¡ dmo AnZo Amn H$mo ~‹S>m g‘Po Bg Xoe Ho$ 

{dH$mg Ho$ ¶moJXmZ ‘o dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

O¶ {hÝX&

EH$ ‘hËdnyU {df¶ h¡ {Og na ~mV H$aZr Mm{hE H$s Xoe ̂ {º$ ³¶m h¡?

³¶m {g’©$ Zmao bJmZm "O¶ {hÝX' "dÝXo ‘mVa‘²' "^maV ‘mVm H$s O¶' "B§H$bm~ 

qOXm~mX' dmo Xoe ̂ {º$ h¡ ¶m BZ Zmamo H$m ‘Vb~ g‘PZm&

Vmo ¶o EH$ gdmb h¡, ³¶m {g’©$ dXu nhZZo go Xoe ̂ {º$ hmoVr h¡&

Vmo ³¶m {g’©$ dXu nhZZm Xoe^{º$ h¡? {OgZo dXu Zhr nhZr ³¶m dmo Xoe^º$ Zhr 

h¡...?

Vmo Xoe ̂ {º$ h¡ ³¶m? Oam AnZo Amn go gdmb H$aZm nS>oJm, h‘ g~H$mo&

‘oao {hgm~ go {Oå‘oXmar¶m± h¡, {Ogo h‘ Xoe ̂ {º$ H$h gH$Vo h¡&

‘oao {hgm~ go g~g ~‹S>r Xoe^{º$ ¶o h¡ H$s g~H$mo ̂ maV Ho$ g§{dYmZ H$m gå‘mZ H$aZm 

MmhrE&

Vmo h‘ g~ H$s {Oå‘oXmar h¡ {Ogo h‘| {Z^mZr Mm{hE&

Vmo ‘oao {hgm~ go Xoe^{º$ ³¶m h¡? EH$ gmYmaU ì¶{º$ ¶m g‘mÝ¶ ̂ maVr¶

ha AmX‘r H$mo H$m‘ nyar {Oå‘oXmar go H$aZm.... dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

EH$ {H$gmZ ¶m H$moB© gãOr ~oMZo dmbm Omo gãOr ‘o {‘bmdQ> Z H$ao dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

³¶m h¡ Xoe^{º$

- Harsh Gandhi

S.Y.B.M.S.

dhr na {dÚmb¶m| H$s ^r {Oå‘oXmar h¡ H$s N>mÌm| H$mo Ho$db {H$Vm~| Z n‹T>m¶o, CgHo$ 

Abmdm {OÝXJr Ho$ nmR> ̂ r n‹T>m¶o ¶o Xoe^{º$ h¡&

AnZo {dÚmb¶m| Am¡a ‘hm{dÚmb¶m| ‘o AÜ¶mnH$mo H$m gå‘mZ H$aZm Xoe^{º$ dmo h¡&

~wamB¶mo Ho$ {Ibm’$ I‹S>m hmoZm ¶o Xoe^{º$ h¡&

d¥j bJmZm Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Am¡a Omo ^r ì¶mnma Am¡a gw{dYm¶o àXmZ H$aZodmbm h¡ Cg g^r àXmZ {H$¶o J¶o 

gww{dYmAmo Cn^moJVmAm| go CMrV ‘yë¶ boZm ¶o Xoe^{º$ h¡&

ha {MO Xoe^{º$ h¡ Omo H$m‘ {‘bm hmo Cgo ghr go Am¡a B©‘mZXmar go nyam H$aZm ¶o 

Xoe^{º$ h¡&

AWm©V² AmnH$mo Omo ̂ r H$m‘ {‘bm h¡, CgH$mo {Oå‘oXmar nyd©H$ Am¡a B©‘mZXmar nyd©H$ nyam 

H$aZm ¶o Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Vmo Xoe H$s g‘mMma J¥h AnZm H$m‘ ghr go B©‘mZXmar go g‘¶ na H$ao dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Am¡a dmo ha H$m‘ Omo AÀN>m h¡ CgH$mo {Oå‘oXmar go H$aZm, dmo Xoe^{º$ h¡&

Am¡a ‘¢ MmhVm hÿ± H$s ha H$moB© Xoe go ào‘ H$ao Am¡a Xoe^{º$ {XIm¶o& AWm©V² {Oå‘oXmar 

go AnZm H$m‘ H$ao Am¡a Cgo {Oå‘oXmar {Z^mZo AmZr Mm{hE, Mmho {’$a Amn H$moB© ̂ r 

³¶m| Z hmo&

Vmo h‘ g~H$s ¶o g~go ~‹S>r {Oå‘oXmar h¡ H$s h‘ AnZo Xoe Ho$ {bE Hw$N> ~ohVa H$aZo 

H$s H$mo{ee H$ao Am¡a dmo H$mo{ee AÀN>o go H$a|&
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COLLEGE

OF LAW

The main aim of the Literacy camp was to create awareness 

amongst the deprived and poor sections of society about 

Legal Literacy camps were organized at Shelty-Khanvel on 

23rd March 2018. It was held in a government school at 

Patelpada. The theme of the literacy camp was rights of under 

privileged. The students of 3years LL.B. and 5 years B.L.S. 

LL.B. interacted with the residents of the village on various 

social issues like Child Labour, Minimum wages Act, Right to 

life, Right to Education etc.

Legal Literacy Camp at Shelty- Khanvel:

A seminar on “Speedy Justice” with Forum for Fast Justice, 

Mumbai was organized by our college. The main aim of this 

seminar was to enlighten the students, teachers and nearby 

residents about the forum and ensure a time bound fast 

justice affordable to poor which can guarantee to secure their 

fundamental right to justice.

Glimpses of Annual Activities of Law College 2018-19:

The Academic year 2018-19 was full of activities and 

achievements for Law College. Academics, Social Obligations 

or Awareness amongst society; each activity was undertaken 

with full dedication, zest and zeal. Following are the major 

highlights of our events during this year:

Seminar on Speedy justice:

their rights and mechanisms available to them to restore their 

rights.

Inauguration of Legal Aid Centre:

Shri Y. G. Khobragade- Hon'ble Principal Judge District & 

Sessions (then) was the Chief Guest. Shri Prashant R Rane- 

Hon'ble Civil Judge Junior Division & Judicial Magistrate First 

Class, I. /C. Civil judge Senior Division & Chief Judicial 

Magistrate was the Guest of honor. The inaugural function 

was presided over by Shri Fatehsinhji M Chauhan, Chairman 

LCSCT. The legal aid center inauguration not just guaranteed 

justice for all but also encouraged young minds to work for 

the betterment of the society.

As a part of fulfilment of obligation towards society, the legal 

aid center at Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of 

Law was inaugurated on 4th April 2018. This center is the 

first legal aid center in and around the territory of Silvassa, 

Dadra & Nagar Haveli. The main aim of opening this legal aid 

center is to provide free legal services to the poor and 

deprived sections of the society who are incapable of 

affording the legal services on account of the financial 

restraints.

Guest Lecture:

Prof. C. R. Davada was invited to deliver a guest lecture on 
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The students of second year of both the courses welcomed 

their juniors by organizing a freshers party. Various dance 

performances, skit, and other cultural programs were 

showcased. Mr and Ms Fresher 2019 were chosen after 

various rounds.

“Hindu Succession Act and Indian Succession Act.” She 

enlightened the students with her valuable knowledge on this 

subject and the students had a great interactive and learning 

session.

Orientation program:

An orientation program was held for the 3years and 5years 

law fresher students to update them about the course work, 

syllabus, the activities undertaken in the previous academic 

year and the proposed activity for the upcoming year. 

Advocate Vasha Palav- senior advocate of Mumbai High Court 

was invited as the chief guest of the program who addressed 

the students and spoke about the importance of receiving 

legal education and motivated them to perform the best in all 

their future endeavours.

Freshers:

Second in the year, a legal literacy camp was organized at 

Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram- Randha on 8th December 2018. The 

students of both the courses interacted with the village 

community on various issues like consumer protection, 

Legal Literacy Camp at Randha:

Constitution day was celebrated on 26th November 2018 to 

spread the importance of constitution and promote the 

thoughts and ideas of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar- the architect of 

Indian Constitution. The preamble of the Constitution was 

read out and its importance was explained in the program. 

Various competitions like elocution and legal quiz were also 

organized. The students participated with lot of zeal. The 

chief guest of the program, Dr, Jayant T. Desai addressed the 

students with the key note address on constitution. A tribute 

was paid to the founding members of the Constitution.

Constitution Day:
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banking facilities and advancements, police administration 

etc. A group of students also presented a street play on 

“Dowry, an evil practice in the society.” The people at Randha 

expressed their day to day grievances and necessary 

counselling was given to them. The main aim of arranging this 

camp was to attain awareness also to promote importance of 

legal system in our country.

Appointment of para Legal Volunteers by District & 

Sessions Court:

The District & Sessions Court of Silvassa appointed 10 

students from our Law College as para Legal Volunteers. A 

Special Training will be provided to these students with 

regards to counselling the nearby villagers with their legal 

queries. Such trainings develop the overall personality of 

students and help them achieve practical knowledge of the 

legal issues and their dimensions.

National Conference on “Human Rights: Issues & 

Perspectives”

 Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Law organized 

its first National Conference on “Human Rights: Issues & 

Perspectives” on 9th February 2019. The Dean, Faculty of 

Law- University of Mumbai Dr. Rashmi M Oza was invited as 

the Chief Guest and the Key note speaker. Various 

Researchers from distant places of the country participated 

in the conference and gave paper presentations. Dr. Vikram 

Desai- Principal of Siddharth Law College Surat was invited as 

a resource person. The Conference proved to be an effective 

platform for the students as well as researchers to express 

their views and gain knowledge on the topic of Human Rights.

4. Achieved milestone in her career as she qualified NET for 

assistant professor in Law on this day.

5. Invited as a chief guest by Father Angelo English 

medium School for Celebration of Liberation Day of 

Dadra and Nagar Haveli on 2nd August, 2018.

6. Won third prize  in Group Signing Competition organized 

2. Invited as a key note speaker for workshop on theme 

“Labour laws compliance and  Human resource 

management” organized by Industrial Association of 

D&NH.

3. Invited as a key note speaker for Labour Day Programme 

organized by Labour Welfare department of Dadra and 

Nagar Haveli and shared a stage with Hon'ble Collector 

Mr. Kanan Gopinathan.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF FACULTIES:

Prof. Nisha Parekh

[B.com. LL.M. (Business Law)]

1. Represented Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan 

College of Law at  International conference organized by 

Gandhi Shikshan Bhavan's Surajba College of 

Education, Juhu – Mumbai on theme “Global 

Advancement in Women Studies” and presented 

research paper titled “Women Netpreneur : An 

Emerging Trend in Global Women Studies” on 17th 

March 2018.
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Prof. Rajveersinh Kiritsinh Parmar

1. Attended a National Level Program on “NATIONAL 

TRAINING ON PRISONERS' RIGHT” held at O.P Jindal 

Global University, Sonepat, Haryana on 29th and 30th 

June and 1st July, 2018.

2. Attended an Inter-Disciplinary National Conference on 

“HUMAN RIGHTS: ISSUES AND PERPECTIVES” and 

Presented research paper work on “A STUDY OF THE 

UNDER-TRIAL PRISONERS':  A HUMANATRIAN 

APPROACH” held at Lions English School, Silvassa on 

9th February 2019.

3. Publication of research paper on “A STUDY OF THE 

UNDER-TRIAL PRISONERS':  A HUMANATRIAN 

APPROACH” in ISSN 2277-5730 an international 

Multidisciplinary Quarterly research Journal AJANTA 

published by Ajanta Publication, Peer reviewed referred 

and UGC listed Journal bearing Journal No. 40776, 

Volume VIII, Issue-I, Part-II, January-March-2019 at 

serial No. 14, page 82, having Impact factor/Indexing 

2018- 5.5.

[B.com. LL.M. (Business Law)]

Prof. Ms. Suman Sharma

1. Participated and presented a paper “Substance Abuse & 

Drug Addiction among Children of Vulnerable Groups” at 

ICSSR sponsored National Conference organized by 

H.S.N.C. Board's K.C. Law College on 20th January 

2018.

[B.com. LL.M. (Business Law)]

8. Represented Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan 

College of Law at  National conference organized by 

MKLM's B.L. Amlani college of Commerce and 

Economics on theme “Women Empowerment : A 

Feminist Discourse” and presented research paper titled 

“Reproductive Rights: A New Dimension in Human 

Rights Relating to Women” on 29th September 2018.

4. Organized a one day National Conference on “Human 

Rights: Issues & Perspectives” as Conference Secretary 

at our own college Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan 

College of Law on 9th February 2019. 

3. Participated and presented a paper “Women Security & 

Legal Safeguards in India” at National Conference 

organized by B. L. Amlani College of Commerce & 

Economics in Collaboration with Maharashtra State 

Commission for Women on 29th September 2018. Paper 

got published in UGC approved international Journal 

AJANTA with impact factor 5.5.

5. Participated in National Conference on “Human Rights: 

Issues & Perspectives” at our own college Smt. Devkiba 

Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Law on 9th February 

2019. Paper got published in UGC approved 

international Journal AJANTA with impact factor 5.5.

2. Participated and presented a paper “Challenges faced 

by women in Legal Profession” at International 

Conference organized by H.S.N.C. Board's K.C. Law 

College, Gandhi Shikshan Bhavan's Smt. Surajba 

College of Education & MKLM'S B.L. Amlani College of 

Commerce & Economics on 17th March 2018. Paper got 

published in UGC approved international Journal 

AJANTA with impact factor 5.5

7. Won Second prize in Elocution Competition organized as 

a part of Hindi Pakhwada Celebration by department of 

Rastrabhasha.

as a part of Hindi Pakhwada Celebration by department 

of Rastrabhasha, jointly with other faculty member from 

Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of 

Commerce and Science.
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TRANSGENDER
Transgenders are individuals of any age or sex whose 

appearance, personal characteristics, or behaviors differ 

from stereotypes to be. The contemporary term 'transgender, 

arose in the mid-1990s from the grassroots community of 

gender different people. Transgender is not a term limited to 

persons whose genitals are intermitted but it is a blanket term 

of people whose gender expression, identity or behavior 

differs from the norms expected from their birth sex.

Rights granted under Indian Law to transgender

The rule of law is supreme and everyone is equal in the eyes of 

law in India. Yet, the transgender community is in a constant 

battle as they have to fight oppression, abuse and 

discrimination from every part of the society, whether it's 

their own family and friends or society at large.

 Problems faced by the transgender

“Recognition of Transgender as a third gender is not a social 

or medical issue but a human right issue” Justice K.S. 

Radhakrishnan told the Supreme Court while handing down 

the ruling.

The right of equality before law and equal protection of law is 

guaranteed under article 14 and 21 of the constitution. The 

right to choose one's gender identity is an essential part to 

lead a life with dignity which again falls under the ambit of 

article 21. Determining the right to personal freedom and 

self-determination, the court observed that “the gender to 

which a person belongs is to be determined by the person 

concerned”. The court has given the people of India the right 

to gender identity.

HUMAN RIGHTS OF

However, the supreme court of India in its pioneering 

judgment by the division bench of Justices K. S. 

Radhakrishnan and A. K. Sikri in National Legal Services 

Authority V. Union of India and ors. [Writ petition (civil) No. 

400 of 2012 (NALSA)] recognized the third gender along with 

the male and female. By recognizing diverse gender 

identities, the court has busted the duel gender structure of 

'man' and 'woman' which is recognized by the society.

Laxmi Narayan Tripathy, a Hijra, explained her trauma as 

growing up as a child “I felt different from the boys (as I was 

born as a boy) of my age and was feminine in my ways. On 

account of her femininity, from an early age, I faced repeated 

sexual harassment, molestation and sexual abuse, both 

Later, she joined the hijra community in Mumbai as she 

identified with other hijras and for the first time her life, she 

felt at home.

• Transgender faced an identity crisis in a “gender specific 

India”, the study said.

- Trupti Chauhan

S.Y. B.L.S. LL.B.

• Above 92% of Trans genders are deprived of the right to 

participate in any form of economic activity in the 

country, a study has found.

within and outside the family. Due to my being different, I was 

isolated and had no one to talk to or express my feeling while I 

was coming to terms with my identity. I was constantly 

abused by everyone as a 'chakka' and 'hijra'.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT:

WINDS OF CHANGE
The most famous saying by the Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru is:-

- Bhavesh Patel F.Y.LL.B.

“To awaken the people, it is the women who must be 

awakened. Once she is on the move, the family moves, the 

village moves, the nation moves”

The most effective remedy to kill such devil is making women 

empowered by ensuring the Right to equality mentioned in 

the Constitution of India. Giving priority to the gender 

equality facilitates women empowerment all over the 

country. To get the high level goals of women empowerment, 

it should be promoted from the childhood in each and every 

family. It needs women to be strong physically, mentally & 

socially. Since the better education can be started at home 

from childhood, the upliftment of women's needs healthy 

family to bring a holistic development of the nation.

In order to empower women, various steps have been taken 

by the government to prevent violence, social separation and 

abuse against women. 108th constitutional amendment bill 

was passed to reserve one-third of seats for women only in 

the Lok Sabha to make them actively involved in each and 

every area. Various mass campaigns need to be organized in 

the backward rural areas to make them aware about the real 

values of women and all the facilities available by the 

government for their bright future.

In India, to empower the women first it need to kill the 

demons killing women's rights and value in the society such 

as dowry, sexual harassment, inequality and other issue. 

Gender discrimination in nation brings cultural, social, 

economic & educational difference which pushes our country 

back. 
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8. There is a ban on “noisy footwear” in Capri, Italy. So flip-

flops and squeaky shoes are not allowed. 

Smt. Devkiba Mohansinhji Chauhan College of Law

1. Forgetting your wife's birthday is a crime, according to 

genius legislator in Samoa.

7. According to traffic rules in Vietnam, People will be fined 

300 USD for driving with no Hands.

9. Residents of Huntington, West Virginia, get a peculiar 

pass on domestic violence. According to city law, 

husbands are allowed to beat their wives - as long as 

they do it on a Sunday, in public.

5. The French town of Sarpourenx has law forbidding 

people from dying within the city limits unless they'd 

already purchased a burial plot in the local cemetery. 

People who ignored this and die anyhow will be severely 

punished. How one severely punished the dead is 

unclear. 

- Ms. Nisha Parekh

Wherever you live in this world, you are guaranteed to find 

some inexplicably weird laws that you can't imagine any 

officer enforcing with straight face. Herewith I assembled my 

favorite the weirdest, funniest, strangest and craziest laws 

from around the world. 

3. Scots must not wear any underwear under their kilts or 

be fined two beers, according to old but entertaining law. 

Not sure how they check compliance or accept payment, 

though.

In charge Principal 

2. Bad news for pregnant women, small children and those 

prone to upset tummies: In Switzerland you are not 

allowed to flush the toilet after 10 p.m. as its considered 

noise pollution.

LAW AND LAUGHTER

4.  Leave your stilettos at home if you planning to 

sightseeing at Greece. High hills are illegal at certain 

monuments at historic cities of Greece.

10. Kids who live in Tuszyn, Poland, must leave their 

backpacks, lunch boxes and hats with cartoon character 

at home as the cartoon character is banned from all 

playground and children's areas because they don't 

wear pants and have non-gender-specific genitalia.    

6. In Japan it's illegal to be obese. They set a maximum 

waistline limit of 33.5 inch for men and 35 inch for 

women. Nature has always been my answer to everything. It fills me 

with so much abundance and hope. It makes me feel so small 

and powerful at the same time. I am all and I am nothing. The 

universe is vast and it's inside me. When I know that, I don't 

need to rush to my cocoon or recharge away from those idiots 

and stupid conversations. I can just look up and all around 

and recharge myself in a second. Knowing that everything is 

just in passing. Nothing stays. Nothing is constant. Nothing 

binds me. Because what binds me is eternal. Immortal. I am 

made of elements of universe. And that makes me invincible 

and everlasting. Know how blessed we are!

ABOUT YOURSELF

Asstistant Professor of Law

We wake up. Brush our teeth and bathe, wash our face and 

wear some sunscreen. Drink that coffee or tea. Breakfast on 

the go. Buckle up for the day. Some prepare to hustle. Some 

just to go by. Some feel like superheroes who can take on 

anything that comes their way. Some drag their feet, actually 

their souls into the routine of everyday life. Some fly high. 

Some crawl low. We conquer idiots, traffic, stupid 

conversations, fears and hunger pangs. We feel sleepy when 

tired and excited when we are invigorated and appreciated. 

We look at our watches and count hours till we reach home. 

Home. Where we can hide. A cocoon we build to recharge and 

regenerate…But sometimes just like that between being a 

superhero and a loser when u just look up. And not just look 

up but actually see. You will find answers to all your chaos and 

confusion. The magnanimous universe and Mother Nature is 

always there reminding us how petty our “human” battles 

are. Reminding us that concepts of time and money are 

manmade and unreal.

JUST TO MAKE YOU FEEL GOOD

- Ms. Suman Sharma
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• The Fundamental right recognized by our constitution 

• The Indian Constitution is the largest constitution in the 

world.

• The Preamble to our constitution was inspired by the 

Preamble to the constitution of the United States of 

America.

• The original hand written copies of the constitution are 

kept in helium –filled cases in the library of the 

Parliament.

“In a country well governed, poverty is something to be 

ashamed of. In a country badly governed, wealth is 

something to be ashamed off”- Confucius.

 We live in a materialistic world where ethics, law and order 

etc. are less cared about. Everything can be purchased with 

money even love and respect. People are generally measure 

others on the scale of richness, the more rich a person is, the 

more will be his love and respect in the society and vice- 

versa.

JUSTICE MUST REACH THE POOR
Justice is a concept of moral rightness based on law, 

rationality, ethics, natural law, equity or religion. It is also the 

act of being fair and just.

FACTS ABOUT THE INDIAN LAW

There is need to change the system of bribe and unjust. 

Justice must reach the poor. Everyone has equal rights for 

justice, but the problem is many times, poor are uneducated, 

and are unaware about the injustice happening with them. 

They work on lower wages and feel grateful to their master, 

unaware of the fact that their masters are the one exploiting 

them. 

- Gaitri Bhatia

Imagine a country where all the citizen are aware of their 

rights, and work only at the place where they are paid fairly. 

We are the one responsible for our world. Change from us can 

ultimately change our society for better. Pay fairly to your 

workers at home and office, treat them with respect. It is only 

because of their hard work we lead a peaceful life. Educate 

them about their rights. Poor should be educated about their 

rights. Even encourage your kids to treat them nicely.

F.Y.LL.B.

• You do not need to wait for the police to come and file the 

report while the injured lies groaning in pain.

• A total of perfect use of our voting power when none of 

the candidates seem fit to be elected.

 II. Take notes, extracts or certified copies of 

documents or records.

 I. Inspect works, documents and records.

• The date 26th January was specially selected since it 

was the anniversary of “Purna Swaraj Day'' [26th 

January 1930]-the day Indian Congress seeded the 

fight for complete Independence and also hoisted the 

Indian national flag for the first time.

 III. Take certified samples of material.

• The Constitution of India was handwritten and 

calligraphed both in English and Hindi.

• Right to information includes the right to—

• The Indian Constitution is known as a bag of borrowing 

as the concepts of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity was 

taken from the French Constitution.

- Yashvi Gajjar

F.Y.B.L.S.LL.B.

 IV. Obtain information in the form of printouts, 

diskettes, floppies, tapes, video, and cassettes or in 

any other electronic modes.

• The Directive Principles were taken from Ireland as well 

as the law on which the Supreme Court function was 

taken from Japan.

• Total of 283 members of constituent assembly signed 

the constitution.

has also been adopted from the American Constitution.

• Arrests do happen as shown in movies and other 

sitcoms.

• The concept of the Five Year Plan [FYP] was taken from 

the USSR.

• 22.2 million People are under trial in India, far more than 

there are people in Netherland.

• There are 2.18 crore cases pending in India's district 

and lower courts.

• The Indian Constitution is one of the world's best 

constitutions.

• When the draft was prepared and put for debate and 

discussion, over 2000 amendments were made, before 

it was finalized.

• With 25 parts containing 448 articles and 12 schedules, 

the Indian Constitution is the longest written 

constitution of the sovereign country in the world.

• The Constituent Assembly, which first met on December 

9, 1946; took precisely 2 years, 11 months and 18 days 

to come up with the final draft.
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